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FOREWORD 

am pleased to present this 57th edition of Canada: A Portrait and I am honoured 

to thank the eminent thinkers, poets, writers, and actors who have joined with us in 

presenting a very human and evocative look at the Canada of the new millennium. 

Ve are especially indebted to John Kenneth Galbraith, Gordon Pinsent, Guy 

-inderhaeghe Rick Mercer, Nicole Brossard and Zacharias Kunuk, all of whom have 

written of their personal connections to this great and wonderful land of ours. 

Together with their insights and drawing on the statistical work of our Agency, we 

have sought to present a clear and dynamic view of the social, economic and cultural 

lives of our citizenry. To complete this portrait, we have drawn also on the stories and 

memories of our nation to give context and meaning to the experiences of the day. 

I join with my colleagues here at Statistics Canada in extending to all our readers our 

hope that they will find this edition of Canada: A Portrait both relevant and useful to a 

greater understanding of the Canada of today and of the future ahead. 

van P. Fellegi 

Chief Statistician of Canada 
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THE LAND 

	

i ir 	UI 

the splendid autumn sunshine the bcui:. 	r . 	.. ,.:rr:3 ,  

the rnanfeltatc ncf a pcerr -y KCOU. 

In these opening lines horn his fine novel No Giect Mischief, the Canadian wr: 

Alistair Madeod illuminates the splendour of a Canadian season and the richr 

of the Ontario countryside. MacLead, who hails from Cape Breton, believes 
carry a landscape within you" and the truth of his ringing statement is at the he'::' 

of Canada's story. That story begins with the land, and within every Canadian 

or old, is an appreciation of it, based on their experience of this tough, glorious, 

vast northern landscape. 

Alistair MacLeod is lust one of a long line of writers who have articulated their expe-

rience of Canada, the look of it and the rhythm of its seasons—seasons that change 

like sets in a history play. 

"Wait a while; you know nothing of a Canadian winter," a neighbour told Susanna 

Moodie in 1832, shortly after she had immigrated to Upper Canada, as Ontario was 

then known. "This is only November; after the Christmas thaw, you'll know somethini 
about cold." Moodie came to know the winters well, and wrote of them in a book 

whosetitleH 	 :.• 	 . •:, :,'.: 	 •''' 	 :: ..... 

Almost two centuries and one season iarei, haron juraic ci Ouirierr U3 	 UI. 

wrote, in The Perfection of the Morning: "On a warm spring day riding a horse, 

walking or travelling in a truck across true shortgrass prairie that had never known a 

plow in all its history since the glaciers, I thought I had never smelled anything so 

wonderful in all my life.....After the prelude of spring comes the season when, 
according to Nova Scotian poet George Elliott Clarke, the fields are "maddened, 

by chlorophyll" and we can "stra', 



flE ..leFyt Laraca aLe ricftjdes IF1C I ale I uveung nntinn hik iF tHe enLuF Lur1 
dation of an old land. Near Hebron Fiord in Labrador there are rocks, among the 

most ancient in Canada that testily to a massive shield of igneous and metamorphic 

rock the bedrock of half of Canada, formed more than three and a half billion years 

ga, in the time before seasons. A billion years later, Canada's first life appeared-

rnple organisms that left their trace in the oldest fossils discovered so far at Steep 
rck Lake, near Atikokan, in Ontario. 

uch later in the geographical story of Canada—a mere million years ago—the 

great ice sheets advanced south a number of times. The Keewatin and Labrador 

SHeets reached past our southern border as far as Wisconsin and New York State, 

lien melted away. Even before the ice age ended, one theory has it, nomads 

grated over a now-sunken land bridge from Asia to the Aleutian Islands, moving 

uth down a corridor between ice lobes, then spreading eastward, then north into 

'ue warming land—the geographical expanse that would become Canada. 

The story of Canadian geography is written on a page that takes up 9,984,670 
square kilometres, making Canada the second largest country in the world. The length 

of continuous highway—the Trans-Canada—needed to traverse this tremendous space 

7,821 kilometres, The longest national highway in the world, it took 20 years to 

:... 

;d heading all the way to Victoria, British Columbia, would have to reset the car 

::ck five times while crossing six time zones. Anyone wishing to leave the car at 

me and take the walk of a lifetime could set out on the Trans Canada Trail. Begun 

part of Canada's 1 25th birthday celebrations in 1992,   it is almost twice as long 
L 'nri 

1jr:ijr 	:.Trr 	. 	. e•u'iJnO 	,C1f:(..U,C 	iana 

west and Newfoundland in the east, while a collection of islands in the Canadian 

S a wiuspel, 

all tIe niqIi -u'/nd. 

s a SMT aqia;z 

to 'iiub.' us, 

'Jisu/ the uid is 

ca(.i#u/. cat€inq... 

its qa. 

)hert Servke, 

:.iiiigs of a Sourdough, 1 907 
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Axel Heiberg, Ellesmere and Baffin Island, Canada's largest island, which is home 

to, among others, the white Peary caribou, millions of thick-billed murres and 

1 1,340 people. 

At its widest, Canada stretches 5,500 kilometres, from the eastern tip of Newfound-

land, the first piece of land the rising sun strikes in North America, to the beginning of 

the Yukon—Alaska border. From Canada's southernmost point in Lake Erie to the most 

northerly on Ellesmere Island is a distance of 4,600 kilometres. 

Three oceans—the Atlantic, Pacific and Arctic—absorb the outflow of dozens of rivers 

along Canada's crenulated mainland coastline, 58059 kilometres long. Adding in 

the perimeters of our legions of islands stretches it to 243,792 kilometres, making it 

the longest national coastline in the world, six times the Earth's circumference, Beyond 

the coast, the land slips under water to form a continental shelf, the true unseen edge 
of the continent. 

The Story Unfolds 

This massive accretion of land, the north of North America, is a jigsaw of ecozones, 

1 5 in all, each with its own 'personality traits' of climate, topography and wildlife. 

There are muskox herds in the North Arctic ecozone and vines in the Mixedwood 

Plains of southern Ontario. Wolverines roam the Taiga Cordillera in the extreme 

northwest. On the Hudson Plain on the southern rim of the inland sea that is Hudson 

Bay, there are dwarf birch trees and aspen. 

In Canada's Pacific Maritime ecozone, giant Forests are home to cougars and grizzly 

bears, and salmon make their run to and from the sea. Beyond the north—south 

rampart of the Rocky Mountains and the Montane Cordillera, the central grasslands 

run on like a rumpled quilt below wide open sky. The Prairie and Boreal Plains 

ecozones yield to the woodlands of the Boreal Shield again, more deciduous than 

in the west. 

IiJ 



At the interface of prairie and woodland, in the Hudson Plain and scattered in many 

parts of Canada, lie the 1.3 million square kilometres of richly inhabited wetlands, 

providing a nesting place for the swamp sparrow and a stomping ground for the 

moose. Wetlands make up an eighth of the total land area of Canada. In the Atlantic 

Maritime ecozone, the woodlands march on to the rugged ocean coast. 

To the north, beyond the tree line—the dividing zone between boreal forest and 

tundra—the broad-shouldered Arctic remains white in the northern cryosphere (the 

collective term for ice and snow deposits). In this land, day and night are measured 

not with a clock but with a calendar, and, at the higher elevations (such as Ellesmere 

and Baffin), the ice age never ended. 

The story of Canadian settlement continues with a wave of migrants who came across 

the Atlantic Ocean from Europe and set their roots in the land, harvesting the coastal 

fisheries, the fur-bearing wildlife, the far-reaching forests, and the minerals and metals 

below. A country emerged from this alloy of European immigrants and a host of 

Aboriginal tribes. The country became Canada from Koncita, a St. Lawrence Iroquois 

word that Jacques Cartier heard while he was sailing upriver in 1535. Later, it was 

named the Dominion of Canada at Confederation in 1867. 

As the story unfolded, new lines were drawn as the shape of the political boundaries 

emerged. In 1906,   the first national atlas of Canada was produced, the year after 

Saskatchewan and Alberta entered Confederation. The modern map of Canada 

ws 10 provinces and three territories that together make up the Canadian 

Li,u1 lva?p('(/ 

Ein9e7s Iu't/ lip. 

tu',;iit1 i#i 41('j(IU' 

(ill (itil (IC' Eke a 

SI(lU' 011 t/'(' /2?afti('. 

tie noise (11  ten 

/Iuisaizd hh?i(1E0 

eu,2pe(i in his 

tjOh.('ll /10111/S. 

Margaret Sweatmun, 

AJie 1oy Down 

Pelot. 2001 
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at if we were to space ourselves evenly over the country, there would be approxi-

mately 3.3 people to each square kilometre of land. Compare that with the United 

States, where there are about 30.7 people per square kilometre, or with Russia, 

where there are 8.5. 
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The vast majc)Hs/  of Canadians live wthiri 200 kr{oriietres (Df the Uniteci )t(JOS 

Canada border, in a cross-country belt of urban centres with Winnipeg as the buckle. 

Of the 27 most populated cities, 19 lie within this band and house 57% of the 

population. Viewed over time, the Canadian story is one of a population forsaking 

the section for the city street. 

In 1901, with the population of Canada at 5.4 million, some 40% of Canadians 

were directly involved in agriculture. By 1999,   the number of farmers had dwindled 

to less than 3% of the population. Canadian farms, although 1 8.3% fewer in number 

than in 1976,   are now on average 22% larger. In fact, many family farms have given 

way to huge corporate farming enterprises. 

T h e N o r t h 

In 1925,   a six-man expedition sailed up the Pacific coast, disembarked and struck 

out for the massive St. [has Mountains. After a trek lasting 65 gruelling days, the men 

conquered Canada's highest peak, Mount Logan, named in 1 890 after Sir William 

Logan, first head of the Geological Survey of Canada. Mount Logan is just a Few 

metres short of 6,000, and 10 times taller than the loftiest piece of human engineering 

in Canada, the CN Tower in Toronto. It is the second highest peak in North America, 

second only to Alaska's Mount McKinley, although it doesn't register on a list of the 

world's 100 tallest mountains. 

From the summit of Mount Logan, climbers have an unprecedented view east toward 

the Yukon, the Northwest Territories and Nunavut. Together, these three territories 

constitute about 40% of Canada's land mass, a Nordic area the size of Europe, and 

are home to 92,800 people. Canada's most northerly named point, Cope Columbia 

on Ellesmere Island, lies just past 83 degrees north latitude, 720 kilometres shy of the 

North Pole. In the coldest months, the trek across the ice from Ellesmere to Canada's 

close neighbour, Greenland, is a mere 26 kilometres at the shortest distance. 

13 
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The Ghost sears Along the northwest coast. of british Columbia, 

there lives a small population of white Kermoce bears, also known 

as the ghost or spirit bears. While their numbers are cloaked in 

mystery—they live far from people—it's estimated they number 

about 100 to 200 and are nowhere to be found on the planet except 

here, in the rainforests of Canada's West Coast. 

According to a Tsimshian First Nations legend, Kaven came down 

long ago from the heavens and went among the black bears turning 

every 10th one white—the colour of glaciers. 

The Tsimshians call this unk4,ue bear Moksgm'ol, or simply white bear. 

More popularly, it's known as the Kermocle, after Francis Kermode, a 

curator of the british Columbia F7rovincial Museum who studied these 

creatures in the early lSOOs. Recent findings show that the bears' 

white colouring is caused by a single mutation in the PNA sectuence 

of their coat colour gene. Since this mutation is recessive, it is 

possible for two black bears to produce a white cub. 

In 2001, some 1,50 square kilometres from F'rincess Royal Island 

and adjacent lands were set aside as a natural reserve for all time. A 

good beginning, say the bears' protectors, but still just a beginning. 

Many more thousands of hectares must be set aside to ensure the 

survival of the ghost bear... not to mention the vision of Raven. 



Fifty thousand Inuit live in the North: the Inuvialuit, Copper Inuit and Netsilik peoples 

Northern Canada has a population densfty of 0.03 people per square kilometre, a 

mere one-hundredth of the national distribution. The population is concentrated in the 

three territorial capitals: Whitehorse, where 21400 people and two out of three 

Yukoners live; Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, with 16,600 people and two gold 

mines within the city limits; and Nunavuts Iqaluif, which means 'place of fish' in 

Inuktitut and has a population of 5,200. 

The North, because its vegetation is so slow to grow, displays its history of habitation 

like an open book. Tent rings and the ash of fireplaces long gone cold reveal occupa-

tion going back over 12,000 years to the Athapaskan people, who were followed by 

the Inuit 8,000 years later. On Kodlunorn Island in Countess of Warwick Sound, the 

ruins of the abandoned minings of Englishman Martin Frobisher in 1 578 testify to the 

arrival of the Europeans much later. 

Many of the Arctic explorers were in search of the Northwest Passage, the imagined 

waterway that would take explorers and traders between the Atlantic and Pacific. 

Though most tried to sail through, one man—Samuel Hearne—attempted to locate it 

on foot and recorded his troubled travels in the remarkable document A Journey 
from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay to the Northern Ocean undertaken by 
order of the Hudson's Bay Company for the Discovery of Copper Mines, a North-

West Passage, &c. in the Years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772. Hearne, led by 

Matonabbee, a famous Chipewyan guide, made a trek worthy of an adventure movie 

but did not find the passage. It was not until 1 905 that the Norwegian explorer Roald 

Amundsen, after a three-year solourn west to east in the G/oa, broke out into the 
Beaufort Sea and proved the ocean-to-ocean journey possible. 

By the Pacific 

'vv'I-en the e.pk.rer Aleanaer I.ackenie reachec pe Pacifc 	I 7Y.?, he nctea that 

the waters before him were "much inter spers'd with Island." Mackenzie was unaware 

that the land before him lay in an area of relative geological unrest. Canadian 

OR 



geology is a story still in motion, nowhere more so than along the Pacific coast. In 

1700, one of the world's largest recorded earthquakes, scored later as 9 out of a 

possible 10 on the Richter scale, collapsed many homes of the Cowichan people on 

Vancouver Island. In 2001, some 26 earthquakes shook the region, one of which 

knocked objects from shelves in the Queen Charlotte Islands. 

British Columbia is a medley of landscapes and climatic zones. The largest single-day 

snowfall in Canadian history—enough to bury a standing person—fell at Lake Tahtsa 	 swam in two 

near Kitimat in February, 1999 On the other hand, the semi-arid southern interior of 

the province is the country's dry spot, home to scorpions and rattlesnakes. The highest 	n'a.rs tins sUinlfl('7. 

yearly average temperature, the longest annual average frost-free period, and the 

lowest annual average snowfall in Canada were all recorded in southwestern British 	1,aqed qa.4 in ?oti 

Columbia. By  contrast, in the northern port of the province, the average January 
temperature is —20°C. 	 /2TotfilC's. u''nt fuii.se 

Just over half of British Columbia's 3.9 million inhabitants live in the mountain-ringed 	wizq in tIwe oiI'Ts. 

city of Vancouver. Overall, the province has a population density of 4.2 people per 

square kilometre. 	 and was tiilte#z {q 

In terms of agriculture, there is ranching in the heartland, apple orchards and vine- 	 (uqs in iu'a'tii, a. 

ords in the Okanagan Valley, and floriculture and berry crops along the mild, moist 

ast. In the northeast, where conditions are similar to the Prairies, grains and oilseeds 

e the staple crops. 	 Peter G2owski, The New 

T h e P r a i r i e s 

Canada's Prairie provinces sit neatly on North Americas 49th parallel, which was 

mapped out by a loint Boundary Commission beginning in 1 872 and was marked by 

a series of mounds set at 4.8-kilometre intervals. Where the boundary passes through 

bush or forest, a six-metre wide path called a 'vista' now shows where the United 

States ends and Canada begins. The entire frontier beiween Canada and the United 

States, the longest shared border in the world, extends for 8,89] kilometres. 

17 
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Tabletop-flat for the most part, the Prairies are covered in a deep Fertile clay soil left by 

glaciers and glacial lakes. In explorer David Thompson's day, as many as 70 million 

plains bison ranged across these grasslands. Eventually, the plains bison weie hunted 

to near extinction. Today, some survive on commercial farms and in small wild herds, 

such as the 600 bison roaming within Elk Island National Park near Edmonton. Some 

5. 1 million people live in the Prairie provinces, half of them in Calgary, Edmonton and 

Winnipeg. In terms of population density, Alberta's is most concentrated at 4.6 people 

per square kilometre and Saskatchewan's, the least at a mere 1.7. 

The western edge of Alberta is a kilometre higher than the boundary of eastern 

Manitoba, known as the keystone province because of its central position in the 

provincial line-up. Water thus makes a downhill journey through the region by the 
Assiniboine and Saskatchewan rivers to the Red River and Lake Winnipeg and on 

toward Hudson Bay. 

By one of those quirks of immigration that make Canadian history so interesting, it 

is possible to buy a newspaper from Iceland in several towns in the Interlake region 

of Manitoba. The region was homesteaded by Icelanders fleeing their country, 

which was racked by disasters such as erupting volcanoes. In 1 875, a group of 

235 recently immigrated Icelanders left Winnipeg in flatboats, travelled to the shore 

of Lake Winnipeg and there founded New Iceland, a settlement centred around 

Gimli. The cultural tie thrives to this day. 

In the southern Prairies, the land is pockmarked with sloughs, varying in size from 

Hrge puddles to lakes. In the spring, meitwater and rain transform the region from a 

blanket of white into a straw bed studded with mirror-like, freshwater wetlands. Nearly 

two-fifths of Canada's wetlands—areas of land underwater for at least part of the day 

cr year—lie in the Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba triumvirate. Since European 

settlement, it is estimated that 71 % of the wetlands in the Prairie provinces have been 

converted to agricultural use, a loss of habitat for many species, from protozoans and 

aquatic insects to waterfowl and mammals. 
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Castor canadensis in i9i5i. o10 grcai. COl Orvs1..o'u 	Ers O\vl 

rankec the beaver with the maple leaf as a fitsi 	i: 	sct 1 L0\.iL 

of the Doniiriion: "This little worker of the wilc," he wrote, "has bce' 

much honoured. He ... has [trul\'] vOn 1 	, 	stir of (0i nH. 

national emblems, by the examr  Hr l'v:5 0 

and dogged perseverance.. 

Ferhaps no animal has influenced a country's history as much as tho 

beaver has influenced that of Canada. It began with a passion for fUr 

that took Europe by storm in the late 16th century. The Europeon 

fur market became in turn a key impetus for exploration and even 

settlement of Canada, drawing explorers—Champlain, Radisson and 	
Glenbow Ai 

Calgary, Alh 

Des Groseilliers, to name just a few—deep into the Canadian 

wilderness in pursuit of beaver pelts. 

In fact, the beaver was the axis uvor1 which C.anada s early cconoiTO 

turned and at its peak, fur traders were able to sell some 200.000 

beaver pelts a year to the European market, most of them to L 

made into hats. By the mid-18005, silk had replaced beaver as Hr 

hat fabric of choice. in part rc're trnin had erioiis 1 •y dcoL 

the beaver population. 

Grey Owl was so taken %ith Oic sGLTVCI a nd o a In 1 rod Os I itO I 

gence that he IdopteJ several from the Canadian wilds McGintd 
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and McGinnis, Jelly Roll and Rawhide—arid wrote aLout them. In the 

190s. he led the struggle to help preserve Canada's I7eavers and, 

through his efforts, a movement to save them Legan. Eventually 

trapping laws were changed and populations once again grew. 

The E7eaver is an impressive architect, one of the few mammals other 

than humans aL'le to manufacture its own environment. Seavers F7uiId 

dams and construct canals. Sorrie of their dams can be as high as 

5.5 metres, and their lodges are so sophisticated they could come 

complete with architectural drawings. 

The heaver has made many emhlematic appearances: it is featured 

on the coats of arms of the Hudson's Say Company and the City of 

Montréal, the crest of the Canadian l7acific Railway company, the 

first postage stamp (the Three F'enny Seaver'), and the reverse side 

of the nickel, An "ct to provide for the recognition of the heaver 

(Castor cariadensis) as a symhol of the sovereignty of Canada" 

received royal assent in 1975. 

Today, aL7out one thousand place names in Canada—Seaver Crossing, 

Alherta, Lac Castor Slanc, Quebec, and Seaver River. Nova Scotia. to 

name just three—are named for the heaver. It also makes a proud 

appearance on the cover of this edition of Canada: A Portrait in the 

form of an illustration by Neville Smith. 
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In the summer of 1 857, Irishman John Palliser led an expedition into the Prairies, 

concluding that here was a vast, latent grassland, much of it suitable for agriculture 

with a southern semi-arid zone now called Palliser's Triangle. Palliser's bounteous 

prediction has come true; all but a fifth of Canada's arable farmland lies in this 

region, and the annual crop from the fields of wheat, oats, barley, rye, canola and 

flaxseed is enough to provide every one of Canada's 30 million people with over 

one tonne of food. As farmers there know, the land is susceptible to droughts and 

punishing winds—one hot spell in southern Saskatchewan pushed the mercury up to 

45°C on july 15, 1937, the highest temperature so for recorded in Canada. 

Canada Central 

When French saHor Jacques Carter named the small bay he anchored in on 

August 10, 1 535 after the relevant saint, St. Lawrence, he had no idea that this 

appellation would spread to encompass an entire river. Author Frances Brooke, 

the wife of an army chaplain posted to Quebec, later described it as "one of the 

noblest in the world" in the very first Canadian novel, The History of Emily Montague, 
written in 1769. The river was to eventually ferry millions of Europeans, like Brooke 

and her husband, into the heartland of Canada. 

The St. Lawrence is the longest east—west river on the continent and, in its lower 

reaches, is the natural habitat of nine species of whale, including the leviathan blue 

whale. The adjacent central provinces of Ontario and Quebec together add up to 

2,282,869 square kilometres, One-quarter of Canada's total land mass. Three-fifths 

of Canada's citizens— 18.6 million people—now live in these provinces. One-quarter 

of the national populace lives in the two biggest cities: Toronto and Montréal, home 

to 4.7 million and 3.4 million inhabitants, respectively. Ontario, with 12.4 people 

per square kilometre, has more than twice the population density of Quebec, at 5.3. 
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The central provinces display a varied landscape, dominated in the north by the 

Canadian Shield: a mosaic of forests, rocky outcrops, lakes and rivers. Ancient 

hills attract skiers in the winter and numerous lakes draw cottagers in the summer. 

Lowlands and flood plains flank mighty rivers like the Ottawa, the St. Maurice and 

the Richelieu, and great swaths of mixed forest coat the hills, with the coniferous trees 

holding fast to the green in the fall as the deciduous trees turn from green to yellow, 

orange and red. 

The towering timber stands of white pine along the St. Lawrence were used for the 

shipbuilding industry as early as 1665, under the First Intendant of New France, 

jean Talon. Lumbering has thrived in the eastern woodlands ever since, helped by the 

region's rapids and waterfalls that can power the saws and lumber mills. At the end 

of the 1 9th century, the biggest sawmills in the world clustered around the Chaudiêre 
Fall5 in Ottawa. 

The noise of trees falling continues in ihe forest. Quebec, Canada's largest piovince 

and host to the largest stand of forest south of the 60th parallel, produces two-fifths of 

the country's paper. The tree harvest is moving into new territory and new controversy. 

The Northern Boreal Initiative, an Ontario government project, will open up several 

million hectares of slow-growing trees such as black spruce for the forestry industry. 

Numerous islands are found in the St. Lawrence and the Great Lakes. Rugged, boggy 

Anticosti Island, situated at the mouth of the St. Lawrence, is home to 300 people 

and 100,000 white-tailed deer and is larger than Prince Edward Island by more than 

2,000 square kilometres. Farther west, just downstream from Québec, lies Grosse lie, 

which served as Canada's quarantine station From 1 832 to 1937 and was the First 

piece of Canada upon which many immigrants set foot. Then, above the Lachine 

Rapids lie the islands that Form the heart of Montréal, a city that is home to over one-
tenth of the Canadian population. 
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In Ontario, the timelessly beautiful Thousand Islands (shared with New York State) 

lie in the St. Lawrence River at the eastern edge of Lake Ontario. There are actually 

1, 149 in all. The Thirty Thousand Islands, a second group of islands distinguished 

by the label 'thousand,' festoon Georgian Bay. On the north side lies Manitoulin, 

the largest inland island in the world. 

By the Atlantic 

• a massive assertion of land, sea's end, the outer limit of all the water in the world, 

a great, looming sky-obliterating chunk of rock." That view of Newfoundland, by 

writer Wayne Johnston, is one that has greeted many a sailor, fisherman, traveller 

and settler as they have reached Canada after the Atlantic crossing. 

Poqe 2O1 

Barred owl, 	 The three Maritime provinces are New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward 

Gaiineau Park 	 Island. Though they occupy a large chunk of the early history of Canadian coloniza- 

Photo by 	 non, they make up only 1 4% of Canada's land area. Newfoundland and Labrador 

J David Andresv, 	 makes up another 4.1%. Together, there are 2.3 million people in the four Atlantic 

Ma5terf,le 	 provinces, making up 7.6% of the national register. 

lPcige 27) 	 The northerly Atlantic coastline, which lies in the same latitudes as the British Isles, is 

Barred owl s' 	 tiaced by the Labrador Current, flowing south from the Labrador Sea and transporting 

Photo by 	 magnificent icebergs calved from the Greenland Ice Cap. These floating temporary 

David Andrews 	 exhibits of the Arctic can have calves of their own, known on the East Coast as 

'growlers' or 'bergy bits.' 

The Atlantic provinces offer a rugged edge to the saltwaters of the Atlantic and have 

been shaped by it. Every day, their waters inhale and exhale to the rhythm of the 

tides. Burntcoaf Head, in the Bay of Fundy, has the largest tidal range in the world, 

in one day, the water level can rise and fall the height of a five-storey building. 
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and, Grand Manan Island. Nova Scotia has the much larger Cape Breton, which 

'as loined to the mainland by the Canso Causeway in 1955. Prince Edward Island 

Canada's only province completely surrounded by sea. It was reachable only by 

•rry until the 1 3-kilometre Confederation Bridge—the world's longest bridge spanning 

ave endured, and continue to sustain themselves from the sea, despite the arrival 	 ".'All 	cou(d See 

so many successive waves of immigrants. The French-speaking Acadians were 

xpelled from their homeland near the Bay of Fundy in the 1 750s by the British during 	tvs wwd./iwwq the 

He wars between France and Britain. Many returned and have found their voice 

Igain. Maritimers understand that life by the ocean, like the sea itself, is restless but 	Iiionu'  qass/iie !1e 

1w1i4i.' (j ( 

Of Wind and Weather 
'lU((ll(I (111(1 U&411U1 in 

LUll U 	lU.I 	UI HI 	U'.LlgUIl, 	 .:. 	UI. 'flU 	Jf'U 	U 	:'JI 	A 

Jill when you're at hand," are among the many weather maxims Canadians have to 	/Ie du\i/as ij //' ('a 7th 

wide them in predicting precipitation—a pastime that can be considered a national 

port. Mammals are also coerced into being weather vanes: the appearance or lack 	iu/ asIt'd/tIe te'if / 

a shadow of a rudely awakened groundhog—Wiarton Willie of Ontario--fs used 

	

H 	 Ii' 	fUll,' 	 i/(' 

HLI 	.. 	tHH :Ui;.IiJIIU: 	'...I 	\'v'JHL 	. 'Ii Lu....il. ,H1.v:lHiL liLA 	JIll'" 

;anadians the most prescient predictions of the weather to come. To paraphrase a 	Luna 1rozior, 

adio-style update, courtesy of Environment Canada: "Cloudy today with intermittent 	Iiivenl;ntl the !low. 1992 

u PcuH hail tn',vci1d JVflA. 	P tomorrow and for the weekend, rain." 

laciers of all sizes, 1,616 of them in the 
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Canadian weather. Acting as a blanket, they hold in heat at the same time as they 

reflect back incoming warmth. Like the canary in the mine, the state of the cryosphere 

is an indicator of climatic trends. 

Although the lowest temperature ever recorded in Canada was a blood-freezing 

—63°C at Snag in the Yukon lFebruary 3, 1947,   the day after Groundhog Dayl, 

the Canadian climate is heating up. The decade of the 1 990s was the warmest in 

recorded history, 1998 was the warmest year of the previous millennium, and the 

North is passing through a period of warming. One result is a reduction of northern 

sea ice in the Arctic by one-eighth over the last quarter-century, possibly making the 

Northwest Passage more navigable. 

Wind and Water 

Besides an abundance of land, Canada has wind and water aplenty. There is the 

power of Niagara Falls as it decants the waters of Lake Erie into Lake Ontario. There 

is Delta Falls in British Columbia, dropping 440 metres into the record books as 

Canada's tallest waterfall. There are mighty rivers, including Canada's longest, the 

4,24 1 —kilometre Mackenzie. There are also the five interconnected Great Lakes at 

the heart of Canada: Erie, Huron, Michigan, Ontario and Superior. By surface area, 

Lake Superior is the largest freshwater lake in the world. Our waterways are testimony 

to the extent and power of water in the Canadian landscape. just under one-tenth, 
or 891,163 square kilometres of the total area of Canada, is freshwater, and at 

1 4.7%, Ontario has the largest amount of its total area under water. 

Harne5sing our water resources to make power for home and business is an ongoing 

Canadian enterprise. The james Bay Project in northern Quebec, Canada's largest 

water control system, involved the initial construction of 2 1 5 separate dams. 
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Walkerton, Ontario was a warning sign to guard against the contamination of 

community water supplies. This town of 5,000 on the Saugeen River experienced 

a fotal e coil contamination in 2000, and the disaster instigated improvements in 

water management across the country. The St. Lawrence River, once heavily tainted, 

has also experienced a co-ordinated reversal of its level of pollution, and Lake Ontario 

has a 'riverkeeper' program, where wardens patrol the waters on the lookout for 

threats to the lake's health. 

The wind has many names in Canada. A chinook is known as a 'snow-eater' in the 

Prairies, and a 'cow storm' on Ellesmere Island is so called because it is proverbially 

strong enough to dehorn a muskox. The 'wreckhouse' wind of Newfoundland is self-

explanatory. 

Sometimes, we have mythologized the wind, sometimes our land, sometimes our 

cityscapes. The corner of Portage and Main in Winnipeg has been described as 

the windiest street corner in Canada. Often, the winds bring clear air from Canada's 

North, but sometimes, when they swing around from the south, they bear airborne 

pollutants. Environment Canada estimates 5,000 Canadians die annually from air 

pollution, and greenhouse gas emissions in Canada have risen 1 5% above 1990 

levels 

Plants and Animals 

Irees are good for us; of Canada's 134 native species, more than a quarter are 

considered to have medicinal uses. Chewing on willow bark might cure a headache, 

since it contains salicin, the active ingredient in acetylsalicylic acid. The venerable 

western yew tree found in British Columbia yields taxol, a compound that is used to 

treat cancer. 
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The Canadian roll call of flora and fauna is also important to our social and economic 

well-being. When surveyed in 1991, a full 86% of Canadians bejieved that our 

abundance of wildlife should be maintained. Almost the same proportion have long 

endorsed the protection of species under threat. Wild Animals I Have Known by 
naturalist Ernest Thompson Seton has been one of the bestselling Canadian books in 

our history since it was published in 1898. 

Since 1842, when Charles Dickens visited Canada and wrote "the impression on my 

mind has been, from the first, nothing but Beauty and Peace," 12 Canadian wildlife 

species have become extinct. Another 16 species are no longer found in this country. 

It is the job of the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada to 

monitor and report on the annual progress of native species and plants, from mam-

mals to mosses. As of May 2001, a full 197 species were considered threatened 

or endangered: another 155 were designated 'of special concern. 

The or?atum peregrine Falcon has served as a mascot of the species protection move 

ment and prompted concerted effort to save other endangered wildlife. The peregrine 

experienced a dramatic recovery after it was designated 'endangered' in 1978,   

received protection, and then was upgraded to 'threatened' in 2000. In 1 941, only 

21 whooping cranes were still alive in Canada. By 2001, the flock had grown to 

177. There are also 204 captive birds maintained by a joint Canada—U.S. recovery 

team. In 1978,   the prodigal swift fox was reintroduced into the Canadian wilder-

ness—and it has stayed, one species among many thousands that consider Canada 

home turf. 
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Canada Day. 

P1oto by 

Perre Si Jacques, 
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Photo Services 
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T H E PEOPLE 

'Ve all live in smali iO:.Amfl: 	writes :tuar1 Mceari, droacicaster and riuthc:.I Dt 

Vinyl Cafe stories. Mine happens to be in the heart of a big city. It is Sam corner 

store and Pasquale's bakery, Book City and the library down the street. The teachers 

who taught my boys this year. The parents who gather at the end of the arena for 

Saturday morning hockey. My neighbours, my haunts, my family, my home town." 

For many of us, our worlds are of this smaller texture. Whether we gather in hockey 

arenas, coffee shops, grocery stores or at the bookstore, we've achieved a collection 

of 'Canadian' places that we recognize as home within the larger context of the city. 

Close to 8 in 10 of us—and we number 30 million—live in urban areas: Canada is 

a country of vast rural spaces, but we are mostly an urban people. 

Canada's cities therefore bear dynamic witness to who we are as a people and 

whence we come. There are vivid and distinct architectures across the land—the 

balconies of Montréal's walk-ups, the brightly coloured saltbox houses of Atlantic 

Canada, and the Queen Anne revival homes in the older districts of Victoria or 

Winnipeg. In Ottawa, the National Gallery of Canada, an exhilarating glass and 

steel reflection of the creative spirit, shares a streetscape with the Royal Canadian 

Mint, an elegant stone and mortar reminder of an earlier age. 

Undeniably, Canada is an immigrant notion. Walk the streets of any major city 

and our immigrant roots reveal themselves through our buildings, our cuisine and our 

faces. Of his street in Montréal—St. Urbain Sireef—Mordecai Richler once wrote, 

"Two streets below our own came the Main. Rich in delights ...with something for all 

our appetites.. [here] I was taken for a new suit ... and shoes ... We also shopped for 

fruit... meat and fish. [Here] too was the Chinese laundry.. the Italian hatblocker ... and 

strolling French Canadian priests." 

Canadian society today stands as a microcosm of the entire world. People have come 

to settle here from nearly 190 countries around the world. Onion domes, church spires 
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and minarets shape parts of our city skylines. The traditional tortière and Yorkshire 

pudding of our menus have been joined by the shawarma, chow mein, perogies, 

and sushi of successive waves of newcomers. 

Even our First Nations tell stories of how their ancestors arrived From elsewhere—on 

the back of a turtle or by the trickery of Raven. The Norse landed at L'Anse aux 

Meadows in Newfoundland as early as 990. The French came in the early 1 600s, 

well before Canada's Founding. The British traders came around 1760. The United 

Empire Loyalists took up residence after the American Revolution, and the Scots and 
d'!Ir i Fe 	z1 

I John A. Macdonald and his Conservative party came up with a blueprint for 

inada called the National Policy. Under this plan, they would build a national 	 .'d sw?" 
way that would tie the country together. They would advertise around the world, 

mising free land and drawing settlers to the yet untamed, vast stretches of the 

inadian V'Jest. 	 Betty Kennedy, 

F,onr Page Challenge 

By 1885, the 'last spike' had been driven into a transcontinental railway and in 

the years leading up to the First World War, immigrants began arriving in numbers 

unequaled before or since. In 1911 alone, Canada opened its gates to more than 

330,000 immigrants; in 1913, to 400,000. In the 10 years leading up to the First 

World War, nearly 2.5 million immigrants landed in Canada. By 1914, Canada's 

population had reached nearly 8 million and almost 50% of us lived in cities. 

Today, our numbers include the descendants of Russians, Austrians, Scandinavians, 

Scottish, English and Irish, as well as of black people who used the underground 

railway to escape slavery, Chinese people whose forefathers helped build Canada's 

First national railway and Japanese people who watched a world war from the 

confines of Canadian detention camps. 
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In the 1 960s, changes in our immigration pocy removed many of the barriers to 

non-European immigrants. For at least the past decade, Asia has been the major 

source of newcomers to Canada; in fact, in 1996, about 2 1% of all visible minorities 

in Canada were South Asian and another 27% were Chinese. About 1 7% of 

Canadians have come from other countries. Those born in Europe were most likely 

to have come before 1 971 

The majority (8 in 1 0) of visible minorities live in Canada's larger cities—Toronto, 

Montréal, Vancouver and Ottawa. In Toronto, for example, the Chnc,=  
.. 	 .... 	I 	.•.,. .:....•. 	.. 

Iarly to the United States. However, the numbers in question are relatively sma 

1997,   the number of Canadians who went to live permanently in the United 

represented less than 1 % of our work force. For every university graduate who g 

south, four come to Canada from other lands. In fact, only once in the history of 

nation—during the Great Depression in the 1930s—have those leaving outnumbi 

those arriving. 

Canada, it would appear, has a long, strong History of being able to attract and 

keep people willing to take risks and make new beginnings. 

Of Life and Aging 

Although Canada is still a relatively young nation— i 35 years old in 2002—we 

are nonetheless aging as a people. In 1 91 4, the average Canadian household was 

home to a lively 4.8 people, most of them young: some 33% of us were children, and 

only 5% were over 65 Today, the baby boomers, born during the two decades after 

the Second World War, are growing older, and only about 20% of Canadians are 
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children younger than 15 years of age. The average household comprises just 

2.6 people. Families are smaller and a for greater proportion of women work outside 

the home. 

Today, there are about 3.9 million Canadians aged 65 and older who make up 1 3% 

of the population. By the year 2041, about 23% of all Canadians will be 65 and 

older. The fastest growth is occurring among older seniors, aged 85 and over: in 

an estimated 43 1,000 Canadians were aged 85 and over, more than double 
...... .... . ) 	114,1 Il,H('71(l,I1 

/.'i('I.'/l4/. I (If 	IH1/ 

uld expect to live 61 years and a man could see 59. A Female born in the 19905 

in expect to live to 8 1 years of age while a male can expect to make 75. The 	 de4'IadUon I/zag 1Ie 

uson for the difference is this: men are more likely to suffer from diseases that kill 

c'latively quickly, whereas women are more likely to suffer from diseases that are 	 ,jc'a 7 2000 wifl 

chronic and debilitating. 
(I) 	I 

eO#114' ((#1 	(111(1(1(1 

Not only are we an aging society, but our rate of growth has slowed as well. In every 

population, babies are born, old folks die, people move away and new people move 	 a 24I12ft€a1U1øZ 

in. In Canada, in the 12 months that ended in June 2001, more than 330,000 

Canadians were born, 227,000 died, some 252,000 people arrived from other 	 oJ So nzfUwn. 

countries, and 65,000 picked up and left Canada. When demographers take all 

these numbers into account, they find Canada's growth rate to be lower than at any 

other time in our history, with the exception of the 1 930s and the 1 980s. In fact, for 	George Johnson, 

the First time in 100 years, our growth rate is lower than that of the United States. 	 CommonwealTh, 1901 

At no other time in our history have Canadian women had fewer children: our rate of 

natural increase—based on a comparison of the number of births with the number of 

deaths—has been declining steadily for at least 10 years. As a result, between 1996 

and 2001, immigrants accounted For more than half of our population's growth. 

Should current population trends continue and present immigration levels remain 
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The War bride5 Many of the girls married larnorous, fly-L'y-ni 

solciers and now, there they were, on a train moving across a forcL 

country in the ciark of winter. Plc1 their hushano 

H.:. 

:OO am. and it wouk take hours to locate their trunks in 1.1 

i.r 	Eri lir'...i 	,/ri:::l 	I'1 	F1C5( 	t'Lk 

clothirej, cutlCry vc*ling 

"The real shock was Calgary. We had sixteen spare rides. No one ho 

shown up to claim them. Uncler5tandal7ly, some of them were tearful 

and sorely in need of assurance that just L'ecause they hadn't been 

claimed, that didn't mean their hu5Lanc1s didn't love them. It just 

meant that they hadn't been properly informed aL7out their arrival 

time." 

This anonymous anecdote, from led Ferguson's Sentimental Journey: 

An Oral History of Train Travel in Canada, clescriL'es one of the most 

unusual waves of immigration in Canada's history—the war Irid 

The first marriage I7etween a british woman and a Canadian scHHr 



I yi 

days after the Canadian troops landeJ 

United Kingdom in late 199. Following the Second World War, 

H 

:jr soldiers. While the vast majority (93%) were Dritich, many also 

L 

ides arrived at F'ier 21 in Halifax by transatlantic ship and then 

of the cultural and historical tapestry of Canada. 

/ Joyce Hiert, a young Lride recalls life 

ur home was an airplane packing case, 

asuring eight feet by forty, and we managed to make it into a 

d saskatoon Iushes. The Ieauty of it all made up for the rather 
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stable, Canada is projected to have negative population growth by 2046. Statistics 

Canada projects that, without immigrants, Canada's population would actually begin 

to decline by 2026. 

Our Languages 

In Michael Ondaatjes novel, In The 5km at a Lion, Nicholas is on immigrant who is 
able to speak only the native tongue of his homeland. After arriving in Canada, he 

goes to language school prior to working in bridge construction high above the 

ground. Ironically, writes Ondaatje, "for Nicholas language [was] much more difficult 
than what he [did] in spaCe." 

Nicholas' story describes well the difficulties that many new Canadians encounter. 

The numbers complete the picture: in 1998,   about 290,000 people were enrolled 
in language schools to learn English or French. Nearly 4 in 10 were foreign students. 

English and French, Canada's two official languages, are spoken at home by 69% 

and 23% of Canadians, respectively. Non-official languages, known as 'heritage 

languages,' are spoken in 1 1% of Canadian homes. Some of these languages are 

spoken by Aboriginal people, but most have been introduced by immigrants. 

Indeed, a look at the language statistics tells us just how much the population's use 

of heritage languages has changed. In 1941,   German and Ukrainian were the 

prevailing heritage languages in Canada. Today, Chinese is the most common heri-

tage language, followed by Italian and German. Punjabi, Arabic and Tagalog are 

on the rise as we welcome more immigrants from India, the Middle East and the 

Philippines. Chinese is concentrated in loronto and Vancouver, Italian in Montréal, 
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9uU ii Uk. 	 Ui 	j1ilI1i.fl 	 Cr AGurina 	ecpi: 

ulopeon peoples did not discover a vast and undeveloped land. They were 

welcomed with ceremony and protocol into the territories of nations. They did not 

encounter noble savages living in a state of nature. They came upon societies with 

ancient laws and cultures, peoples who each shared a language and a history, 

and who developed political and social structures beyond the level of kinship, clan 
L1e, Beau/y, Siu, 	 or community." 

998 

Jane Ash Poac 	 Indeed, these societies were complex civilizations with extensive networks of trade 
Galere d'Art Vr.cert 	 and diplomacy. When the first Europeans arrived, Aboriginal people in what is now 

Canada spoke some 50 languages in 12 distinct language families. Today, about 

3 in 10 Aboriginal people can still carry on a conversation in one of these languages. 

In 1996,   about 800,000 Canadians identified themselves as Aboriginal people. 

Some 69% were North American Indian, 26% were Métis, and 5% were Inuit. More 
than half of all these people lived in rural or remote areas, and lust  under 30% lived in 
metropolitan areas. Winnipeg is the city with the largest Aboriginal population—about 
46,000 people, or 7% of the city's residents. 

The Aboriginal population is generally younger than the total Canadian population. 

While Aboriginal people represent 3% of the Canadian population, Aboriginal 

children make up 5% of all Canadian children. In Manitoba and Saskatchewan, 

20% of all children are Aboriginal. 
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50% of Aboriginal children under the age of 1 5 live with both parents—have 

presented challenges for the education of Aboriginal children. School dropout rates 

are high, and only about 4% of the Aboriginal population over the age of 1 5 hold 

a universfty degree, compared with 1 9% of all Canadians. But the winds of chan9e 

are blowing. Canada's only First Nations college, Saskatchewan Indian Federate: 

College, has just celebrated its 25th anniversary, and the University of Saskatchewcni 

currently enrolls 2,300 Aboriginal students—more than any other Canadian campus. 

H o m e L i f e 

The rent was forty-five dollars a month; my weekly salary then was no more than 

fifty," recalls writer Pierre Berton of moving to an apartment in Vancouver as a newly-

wed in 1946.   "Our bachelor apartment was so small that when the Murphy bed was 

pulled down from the wall it filled the room. The kitchen wasn't much bigger than a 

broom closet." 

As much as we may begin married life in modest rentals with Murphy beds, for most 

Canadians, owning a home, however plain, is part of our dream and the single most 

important investment we will make in our lifetime; even more important than holding a 

Registered Retirement Savings Plan. 

Mortgages on Canadian homes account for more than 75% of homeowner debt while 

36% of all households choose to rent. Close to 56% of households consist of single 

detached houses, and more than 30% are apartments. Most residents say their homes 

provide good shelter. Over 75% of Canadian householders say their home is in no 

need of repair; a further 1 6% say only minor repairs are needed. 
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ve with other people in our villages, neighbourhoods and hometowns. In 1996, 

)out 8 in 10 residents living in single detached dwellings interacted with neighbours. 

his fell to 7 in 10 for people in duplexes and row houses, and to 6 in 10 for those 	?/at /utuse in 

jirtments. 

IIIana(q'aka is i/e 

ncs on rural routes interact more with neighbours than do people in urban areas, 

rHusband–wife families are likely to have more social contact than lone-parent Families 	mu' w/ieI. #m'w 

or people living alone, and seniors socialize significantly more than young adults. 

FIUIII aizq (41/U'Z. 

The wish to live in some form of community remains a constant in Canadian life; some 

85% of us live in family households, whereas fewer than 10% live alone. Yet, many of 	eaut/ wit/i me 

the social ties that traditionally connect us are dissolving. IF marriage in the legal sense 

has formalized our romances, we often now Find its promise soured and we call it a 	was p'ain as 

day. Yet, we Find togetherness increasingly outside of formal unions, once more trying 

for an ideal—the security and comfort of Family life. 	 tvintez tillolips in 

In 1968, the Divorce Act introduced the idea of no-fault as grounds for marriage 	 its woE eet€a. 

breakdown and, within the space of two short decades, Canada's divorce rate had 

shot to a staggering 362 couples for every 100,000 people. To give this historical 

perspective, in 192 1, the divorce rate was 6.4, a number that doubled to 14.3 in 	Margaret Laurence 

1936. Following the Second World War, the divorce rate rose to 63. 1, but then it 	A 8'sd in the House. 1910 

dropped again to 37.6 by 195 1. 

Despite the risks the numbers bespeak, Canadians continue to forge unions both 

within and outside formal legal marriage. Today, about a third of all married couples 

eventually call it quits; the 1998 divorce rate was 228 for every 100,000 people. At 

the same time, so many young couples now set up house without marrying that by 
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iarliages. Nor are common-law unions insurance against the sturm vrid drang of 
ieak-up. Half of all couples within a common-law union find themselves calling it off 

thin five years, and women in their 30s and 40s who live common law and then 

airy their partners are almost twice as likely to separate or divorce as those who 
marry without first living together. 

The nuclear family of earlier days, Mom, Dad, three youngsters and the dog, has 

now given way to an assortment of unions and not surprisingly, many more babies 

are now born outside of formal marriage. The rise of the blended family now takes its 

place front and centre along with lone-parent and two-parent families, while nearly 9% 

of Canadian children live in a step-family. 

Between 198 1 and 1 991, the proportion of people reporting no religious affiliation 

rose from 7% to 1 3%. While monthly attendance at religious services is down substan-

tially over the past decade, about 34% of adults report they attend services at least 

once a month. Older Canadians, immigrants and people living in rural areas or small 

towns have higher rates of participation in religious activities. 

U r b a n L a n d s c a p e s 

1. 

Canada is a brown trout in a held of mint... Canada is a crow on a highway, 

wrote Dennis Tourbin in 1992 in his visual poetic "Canada Is." A.J.  Casson spent 
much of the 20th century painting a tranquil portrait of Canada's rural villages-

pictures of white clapboard houses, crimson maples and tangled gardens. From 

A.J. Casson to Charles Gagnon, from Nicole Brossard to Eleanor Bond have come 

many personal and poetic visions of our urban and rural landscapes. If it is true, 

however, that artists reflect the reality of our everyday lives, many of their visual 

messages must now reflect a post-industrial reality, a consequence of the great surge 

of Canadians toward our cities and away from our small towns and countryside. 
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and waning of the moon, the calendar, stiffening joints and at 'the 

L7eginning of the long clash, following 10 seconds of silence, [it will L] 

exactly one o'clock.....Mavis Gallant, the Canadian writer, once 

wrote that the watch continues to tick even when the story has 

stopped. 

Timely conceits aside, time's companion—change—has been 

consistent and constant in Canada since our official story Eegan in 

187 Some smattering of statistics accompanied the launch of the 

nation, as the first Canada Year hook. also puElished in 1867. attests. 

A more nuancecl picture, however, began to unfold at the turn of the 

century. Here's what we find: 

In 1900, women made up aLout 13% of Canada work for'ce. Today, 

they make up 4e%. At the turn of the century, they held not a single 	
0 

seat in Canada's House of Commons. Today, they hold 62 out of a 	 / 
possiL?le 301. In 1900, they gave b'irt.h to an average 4.' I7at2ies; 

today, just 1.6. Not surprisingly, the average household ran to a 

rather busy five people; today, its 2.. Then, some 12% of university 

students were women; today, that's up to 55%. 



When the telephone rang in 1900, it couIc not have been in any more 

Han aL7out 52,000 homes. Today, there are roughly 23 million 

rFiones in Canaclian households and that doesn't include the trill of 

the uE7icuitous cell. 

On the other hand, if one relished the ctuackish  honk of an early 

J 	
Model T, one had little chance of hearing it in 1900. There were only 

178 cars registered—all of them in Ontario. Today, there are more 

than 14 million. 

There seemed to be a pugilistic streak among early Canadian 

sportifs. In 1900, L?oxing was one of the most popular sports, second 

only to L?aseall and just ahead of lacrosse. Today, its golf, ice hockey 

and E7aseE?all in that order. 

One could write a love letter in 1900 and spend two cents on a 

postage stamp. Today, it would cost 48 cents. Then again, the 

average wage in 1900 was $308 a year Today, it's $23,000 for 

women and $35000 for men. 

Most of us lived in the country—e3%. Today, most of us live in 

citie5-80%. Then again, at the turn of the century, our cities were 

not the t7ustling mega-urban centres they are today. We were 

Ieginning, and for Canada, the E7eginning was on the land. 
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here as we once met at the drugstore soda fountains of small Canadian towns and 

villages. We increasingly embrace cfty life. Since 195 1 the proportion of Canadians 

living in rural areas has fallen from 43% to just over 20% in 2001, and 64% of 

Canadians live in large metropolitan settings of 100,000 people or more. 

Most of us live "on the fender of the American border," as Stephen Leacock quipped 

more than half a century ago, and this continues to hold true. Most of us live within 

200 kilometres of the United States. In fact, 22% of all Canadians are clustered in a 

sprawling sweep of cities, which includes the Golden Horseshoe and which extends 

several hundred kilometres around the southwestern end of Lake Ontario. The popu-

lation of Greater Toronto alone-4.7 million people—is more than four times that of 

the entire province of Manitoba. 

Between 1996 and 2001, the extended Golden Horseshoe—a mere speck 

11,900  square kilometres within Canada's total area of some 10 million squa' C 

kilometres—accounted for almost 50% of Canada's population growth. Yet even here, 

the frontier is never too for away. In a country as large as Canada, urban dwellers 

seldom have to travel great distances to find what WO. Mitchell described as "all 

Moving Day 

In the I 950s, at the age of 20, a young Inuit woman named Minnie Aodla Freemati 

moved from Cape Hope island in James Bay to Ottawa to work as a translator. In 
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"1 had paid liffle attention to the names of the streets, but would go by the shapes 

of stores or commercial signs. Such was how I had learned to find my way in my 

culture.. Passing the Chateau Laurier every day I saw a big sign ... and knew that I was 

heading in the right direction. But one day, the sign was gore and uddenL Al tho 
buildings looked flue same to me," 

Minnie finally found her way with the help of a friendly policeman, but her story 

far in telling us this: whichever direction we go, our moves across this vast land a 

significant personal events that find their way into our writings and even our song 

And we do move about; in the year ending June30, 2000 alone floor1'. 1 .3 mill.'.'r' 

people moved to a new address in Canada. 

Over 40% of Canada's population—and we now surpass 30 million —will chanq 

dwellings every five years. Some of us will pick up and move across the country, 

whereas others will just cross the street. Some of us will move for family reasons, 

pioneers came in search of just that—a home. Answering the call of a newly 

nation hungry for citizens, they came from the four corners of the earth. One could 

almost say the spirit of venturin.: 	' 	' 

Today, most of us do not stray ur r;ci uuI Or oriuU .oIriea ruwe'u, areu 
exchanging one addres' for nnnthn'r inst orr." ad rrrner .i "nt . ... 

division by the high\'s": 

Incidentally, Minnie was part of a generation that changed the direction of migration. 

Earlier in the 20th century, more people moved from Ontario to other provinces. 

We 



Ontario than moved away. In the last decade, the star destination has been British 

Columbia: since the late 1 990s, more Canadians have been Alberta bound, 

Canada Giving 

The histoiy of voIunteerig in Canada is as old as the country itself. In fact, it predates 

Confederation: as early as 1639, the Hospitaller Sisters managed the first medical 

mission in New France, coming to the aid of the Iroquois. Canada's pioneering 

families survived largely because they helped one another overcome the rigours of the 

Canadian climate and the difficulties of building new homes and lives in a foreign 

country. 

In 1885, a militia force set out from Central Canada to quell the Northwest Rebellion, 

which raged across what is now the Prairie provinces. Among the force was George 

Sterling Ryerson, who used a makeshift red cross to identify his horse-drawn ambu 

lance as safe haven for those wounded in battle. In 1896, he went on to found the 

Canadian Red Cross Society, which has extended its work of helping people 

throughout the world. 

In Canada today, a full 27% of adults volunteer their time, down from 3 1 % in 1997,   

Of the total, 54% are women. In 2000, Canadians spent the equivalent of 549,000 

full-time lobs  on volunteer activities, but the effort was not evenly distributed. "If you 

need a lob  done, find someone who is busy" runs the old adage, and it seems to 

aptly describe the volunteer sector. The most active 25% of volunteers supplied almost 

75% of all the time donated. Seniors are the biggest players; they average about 

269 hours a year, more than double the hours given by young adults aged 1 5 to 24. 
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Another adage, "time is money," seems also to fit the volunteer profile. In 2000, some 

91 % of adult Canadians donated money or goods to charitable and non-profit organi-

zations. However, a relatively small proportion of people gave the most: fewer than 

100% of all donors gave 46% of the dollar value of all contributions, estimated at more 

than $5 billion Those with jniveritv degrees and seniors made the highest averoQe 

H no?in. 

VJhi.e 	Conud'in per Jiarv fo 	'Jnd'  of oriC5 trme one mone 	;atel. F1kI 

recent trends show a decline in volunteering and giving time. Between 1997 and 

2000, the number of donors, the number of volunteers and the number of hours given 

all fell, despite an increase in the general population. Only the total dollar value of 

donations increased. 

Much of the good will of Canadians is expressed through religious institutions and 

groups. In 2000, these organizations received almost half of all donated dollars and 

one-fifth of all volunteered time. 

Giving and helping varies widely across Canada, no doubt a reflection of economic 

circumstances, social values, cultural conventions and social milieu. People in the 

Prairie and Atlantic provinces were more likely to give to charitable causes, but people 

in Manitoba and Alberta gave the largest donations. Volunteering was highest in the 

Prairie provinces and Prince Edward Island, but people in the Atlantic provinces 

generally contributed the most time. 
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THE SOCIETY 

In 1864, George Brown, one of Canados founding fathers and a key delegate to the 

Charlottetown Conference in Prince Edward Island, wrote to his wife: "On Friday we 

met in Conference and Canada opened her batteries—John A. and Cartier exposing 

the general arguments in favour of Confederation—and this occupied the time until the 

hour of adjournment at three. At four o'clock Mr. Pope gave us a grand dé/euner a lo 

Iourchetfe." 

The formal dinner appears to have relaxed the conference delegates. Brown's sense 

of triumph sails toward us 138 years later: "Cartier and I made eloquent speeches 

—of course—and whether as the result of our eloquence or of the goodness of our 

champagne, the ice became completely broken, the tongues of the delegates wagged 

merrily, and the banns of matrimony between all the Provinces of BNA.. [were] there-

upon formally completed and proclaimed!" 

Three years later, in 1867, the 'marriage' was solemnized, and the new Dominion 

of Canada come into being. It was a formal confederation of three colonies—New 

Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Canada (the union of Upper and Lower Canado)—with 

a federal parliament mode up of the Monarch (represented by the Governor General), 

on appointed senate and an elected house of commons. The colonies became four 

provinces—Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia—each with its own 

lieutenant-governor and legislative assembly. 

But more than these outward forms, the new Canada held the promise of a nation 

that would one day stretch "A Mori usque ad More /From Sea to Sea." Although 

several colonies chose not to join at the time, the Charlottetown delegates might 

have delighted in Joey Smallwood's words some 80 years later. As the Premier of 

Newfoundland, Canada's last holdout to Confederation, Smallwood admitted that 

"the only thing wrong with Confederation is that we didn't join in 1 867." Today, 

Canada extends across 10 provinces and three territories to the shores of three 

oceans. 
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For the Fathers of Confederation, power would be distilled and distributed between 

the federal government and the provinces. As these founding members watched a 

civil war tear apart the United States in the 1 860s, they became determined to assign 

broad notional powers to the federal government, and more local issues—health and 

education, for instance—to the provinces. Some matters, such as immigration and 

agriculture, were to be shared by both. This complex system, unique to Canada, has 

often been cited as a reflection of our genius for compromise. 

Thus, when the delegates at the Charlottetown Conference debated the general 

purposes of the iaws that their new Parliament would make, their minds did not turn 

to ringing declarations of liberty, equality and brotherhood, or of life, liberty and 

the pursuit of happiness. Instead, they chose 'peace, order and good government.' 

Today, their decisions have evolved into a system that serves Canada well, although 

it might sometimes seem that our national conversation is dominated by the issue of 

jurisdiction. As the journalist Michael Valpy once wryly noted, "Canada is the only 

country in the world where you can buy a book on federal-provincial relations at an 
airport." 

As the 21St century begins, some 2.8 million people—about 1 7% of Canada's total 

labour force—assumed governance of our federal, provincial, territorial and municipal 

governments as well as the running of the education, health and justice sectors. In 

2001, these governments together spent more than $4 17 billion to provide 

Canadians with a ranqe of services from garbace co11ec..K)n to issuing passports 

The Law 

F.R. Scott and Pierre Elliott Trudeau took 'Reason over Passion' to be his personal 

maxim. But do we, as a nation, succeed these maxims? The statistics are helpful, 

but not conclusive. 
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In 2000, our overall reported crime rate dropped for the ninth year in a row, reaching 

its lowest level since 1978 . For every 100 Canadians, eight incidents of crime are 

now reported. In 1 991, For every 100 Canadians, 10 incidents were reported. 

There may be many reasons For this: changes in legislation, shifts in police enforce-

ment or changes in the willingness of victims to report crime. One thing is clear, how-

ever: ours is an aging population and older people are simply less likely to engage in 

crime. Undoubtedly, For similar reasons, homicide rates have also fallen in many other 

countries where populations are aging, such as in the United States, France, Italy and 

Germany. 

While the overall crime rate refers to all types of crime, whether homicide, assault 
or theft, the violent crime rate includes homicide, attempted murder, assault and 

kidnapping or abduction. In this instance, there has actually been a recent and slight 

increase, caused by a rise in the number of assaults. Still, violent crimes made up 1 3% 
of the 2.6 million crimes charged under Canada's Criminal Code in 2000. In 1966,   

they made up 1 0% of more than 700000 crimes. 

Over the last 20 years, we have consistently recorded lower rates of violent crime 

than has the United States. Our incidence of homicide, the most serious of crimes, 

was less than two for every 100,000 people in 2000, one-third that of the United 

States, and our lowest rate since 1967.   

Murder, unfortunately, is often a crime chillingly close to home: more than 50% of all 

victims die in their own homes at the hands of someone they know. Most at risk of 

being a victim of homicide are infants under one year of age: 9 of the 20 infants 

killed in 2000 died after being shaken by a parent or caregiver. 

In the United States, two out of every three homicides involve a gun. In Canada, only 

one in three such deaths involves a firearm. Gang-related homicides have more than 

tripled since 1995,   and now account for one murder victim in every eight. 
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In 1999,   some 5% of all Canadians were victims of violent crime. The possibility of 

being victimized increases substantially For people who are young, male 1  single and 

living on a iow income. Contrary to what some people may assume, living in a city 

does not increase the risk of violent crime. Homicide rates in the city, for example, are 

very similar to those in towns, villages and rural areas. 

Property crimes, such as fraud or breaking and entering, are also down from 1 991. 

Since 198 1, the number of people charged with driving under the influence of 

alcohol has dropped by 57%. 

Most Canadians think our police Forces do a good job, but we are less likely to view 

the criminal courts and the prison and parole systems with equal favour. Survey results 

are ambiguous; while more of us feel satisfied with our overall safety, there is still a 

tense feeling among 30% of us: this group feels that crime is up. 

In 2000, of the 220,600 adult suspects who were admitted into custody, almost 

89,000 were eventually sentenced to custody in provincial, territorial or federal insti-

tutions and another 73,000 adults to probation. The number of Aboriginal people 

sentenced to custody, however, continues to be out of proportion to the general popu-

lation. Although Aboriginal people represent just 2% of the adult Canadian popula-
tion, in 2000, they made up fully 1 7% of the adults in custody in federal, provincial 
and territorial institutions. 

The Scales of Justice 

The Canadian justice sy5tern employs two kinds of law, reflecting our French and 

English heritage. Common law, which is used in all provinces except Quebec, can 

be traced back to medieval England and relies on court judgments as precedents. 

The civil law of Quebec dates back even Further, to the consolidation of Roman law 

by Emperor justinian; in civil law, a written code (code civil) is more important than 
precedents in guiding judges' decisions. 

In Canada, each province is responsible for establishing its own courts to deal with 

matters arising under both federal and provincial law. 
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Although provincial court judges are appointed by the provinces, the federal 

government names superior court judges, who preside over the highest courts in 

the provinces and territories. Superior courts not only hear more serious cases than 

do the provincial courts; they also have the power to review lower court decisions. 

The Supreme Court of Canada serves as Canada's final court of appeal. In 

recognition of Quebec's civil law system, three of the nine judges must be from that 

province. As a result of the Canadian Charter of Rig/its and Freedoms, which became 

part of our Constitution in 1982,   the Supreme Court has many more cases before it. 

Between 1990 and 2000, the number of cases filed before the Supreme Court 

increased by 36% to 659. 

In 2000, some 23% of all appeals heard by the Supreme Court were filed under 

the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Charter cases have, in fact, continued 

to increase in all courts because the Charter, as part of the 1982 Constitution Act, 
makes the protection of human rights fundamental. Unlike previous human rights legis 

lotion, which was in the form of statutes, the Charter cannot be repealed. 

In 2000-01, Canada's federal, provincial and municipal governments spent 

$32.6 billion on the justice system, or about $1 ,086 for every man, woman and 

child in Canada. Policing costs were the single biggest item that year, averaging 

almost $221 for each Canadian, or about 2 1 % of the total. 

E d u c a t i o n 

"I have never lost the sense," wrote the literary philosopher Northrop Frye, "that the 

university is very near the centre of the idea of human community, and that our society 

stands or falls with it." Academic and journalist Arnold Edinborough once told a 

graduating class, "A university should provide you with one thing at least—a reading 

list for the rest of your life." 

Commitment to education is one of the cornerstones of Canadian thinking. In 1998,   

our investment in education, as a proportion of gross domestic product (GDPI, was 

among the top G7 countries. 
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But funds are only one side of the education picture in Canada. This is a country 

where teaching styles go in and out of fashion. In the early days, most students 

offended the so-called little red schoolhouses. The curricula featured the three R's' 

—reading, writing and 'rithmetic—with a smattering of geography and the sciences. 

Generally, a single teacher ruled the classroom and not infrequently, the strap could 

be produced as a way of ensuring the rule was kept. 

But by the 1 950s, 1960s   and 1970s,   the little red schoolhouse had become a thing 

of the past. Larger, urban creations housed many classrooms, labs and gym facilities 

and could educate many hundreds of students at once. 

Teaching methods are also changing. Throughout the land, schoolchildren now also sit 

in front of computer terminals, chasing down a range of sublects on the Internet. The 

tap-tap sound of the keyboard has, at least partly, replaced the scratch of pens across 

old-style school-issue scribblers. Today, students in the Farthest outreaches of Canada 

can follow courses given in the largest of city centres. There's been a move toward 

standardized testing. At the same time, there are the ongoing challenges of our time: 

many school boards have had to do with fewer resources and many highly 

experienced teachers will retire over the next few years. 

Despite our shifting pedagogical styles and perhaps because of them, Canada 

ranks highly with regard to educational accomplishment. In 1996,   more than 48% 

of Canadians aged 25 to 64 had some post-secondary education, compared with 

the OECD average of 23%. Collectively, we spent about $66.3 billion on education 

in 2000-01. Of this, a good 60% went to elementary and secondary schools and 

the rest to colleges and universities. 

In 2000, about one million Canadians were enrolled in Canada's 100 universities 

and 200 technical schools and community colleges, and about one-third of them were 

part-time students. 
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Historically, women have been less likely than men to pursue university studies, but not 

so today. Today, they make up about 55% of the student population, up from 37% in 

the mid-i 970s and up immeasurably from the early to mid-part of this century. In fact, 

women now form the majority of students in Canada's community colleges and have 

for more than 20 years. 

In the last 10 years, tuition costs have more than doubled for the average 

undergraduate student from $1,500 at the beginning of the 1 990s to $3,380 in 

2000-0 1. It is true that young people from low-income families are less likely to 

enrol in a college or university than are those from families with higher incomes. 

Our pedagogy seems to stand our students in good stead. In 2000, in a major 

international test, Canadian 1 5-year-olds ranked among the best in the world in 

reading, science and mathematics. Of the 32 countries involved, only students from 

Finland scored better than Canadians at reading. Within Canada, students from 

Alberta led all other provinces, especially in reading ability. The news was also good 

in science and math, with Canadian students ranking fifth and sixth, respectively. 

Incidentally, Canada ranked sixth in the proportion of GDP spent on elementary and 

secondary education, compared with other Organisation for Economic Co-operation 

and Development (OECD) countries. 

Canadian youngsters are now more apt to stay in school. Our drop-out rate is down 

and many more young Canadians are off to university. In fact, Canada's labour force 

is one of the most educated among OECD countries, with fully 50% of Canadian 

workers with a degree, diploma or certificate. 

Still, some 26% of all Canadian adults can deal with only simple reading and writing 

tasks. Among seniors, approximately 40% have not completed primary school, and 

more than 1.6 million possess poor literacy skills. 

Education is not the only predictor of literacy. In fact, about 20% of Canadians are 

less literate, and a further 1 6% more literate, than their levels of education might 
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suggesr. roi example, young people who are regular readers and letrer writers have 
been shown to be considerably more literate than those who are not. 

Health 

"Had I been a I ich man ,,. sari," said Tommy Douglas, speaking of a childhood 

medical crisis, "the services of the finest surgeons would have been available. As an 

iron moulder's boy, I almost had my leg amputated before chance intervened and a 

specialist cured me without thought of a fee. All my adult life I have dreamed of the 

day when an experience like mine would be impossible and we would have in 

Canada a program of complete medical care without a price tag." 

In 1947,   under Douglas's leadership, Saskatchewan became the first province to 

establish universal public hospital insurance. Over the next several years, the other 

provinces and territories would follow suit, until physicians' services across the country, 
both in and out of hospitals, were covered by the state. 

Today, however, Canadians are engaged in a fierce and on-going national debate 

on how to maintain Canada's health care system. Until now, the idea of free and 

universal medical care for all has been one of the linchpins of national social policy. 

In fact, for many, its existence has been one of the guiding values of our national 

policy and what makes us distinctly 'Canadian.' 

But, the challenges we face as a nation have changed and thus has this fundamental 

value been challenged. The reasons are plaintive, financial and geographic: we are 

an aging population, and many of the new medical technologies come with enormous 

price tags. We have pockets of settlement for away in our North and thus, for from 

the hospitals of our big cities. Some believe the private sector should provide more 

health services, others argue for user fees, and many still hold firm to the idea of 

universal state-paid medical care. 

Not surprisingly, the rhythms of health care have altered dramatically. Our hospital 

stays are shorter. In 1998, there were almost three times as many outpatient services 

as in 1985 and the number of hospital beds dropped by 25% over the some period. 
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Visits to hospital emergency rooms are up, the waits are longer and there are more 

Hinics. Since the early 1990s, private sector funding of health care through supple-

mental insurance and out-of-pocket health care expenses has grown at roughly the 

some rate as public sector spending. Today, about 72% of health care services are 

publicly funded. 

Nonetheless, Canada places high on the list of countries investing significantly in 

health care. In 1998,   for example, Canada ranked third among G7 countries, 

behind the United States and Germany, in terms of expenditure per person. In 2000, 

Canada spent $95 billion—about $3,000 for every man, woman and child—on 

health care. Overall, Canadian governments spend about twice as much on health 

as they do on justice. 

Health Culprits 

Three health culprits confound our well-being and are major causes of death in 

.ionada: circulatory disease, cancer and respiratory disease. Lung cancer deaths are 

0% higher among men than women. Though Female smoking rates are dropping, 

ailable alternatives. In 1 998-99, some 1 7% of Canadians went off to see 

pm actitioners such as chiropractors, massage therapists, acupuncturists, homeopaths 

and naturopaths. 

enerally speaking, the health of First Nations and Inuit people does not compare 

elI with the health of other Canadians. In 1996,   their mortalfty rate was about 

5 times higher than the national rate except in Alberta and Quebec, and they 
e re  up to 6.5 times more likely to die of injuries and poisonings than the rest of 
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A Smoking Story A silver cigarette case snaps open to reveal 

a row of tidily constructed cigarettes within. One is removecL tapped 

on a nearE7y taL7le edge and a lighter flares. The camera pans Eack, 

the protagonist inhales deeply and the director says. "Cut. It's a 

wrap,' 

Such cigarette moments' of the cinema once sent a powerful 

message to moviegoers—smoking is glamourous, exciting even. 

Today, however, the story line has changed. If someone does light up 

in a movie scene, it may be to signal anxiety or Serious TrouL'le 

rowing. 

With good cause. In Canada, cigarette smoking accounts for 90% 

of new lung cancer cases in men and 80% in women. In 2001, nearly 

1,000 men and women died of lung cancer caused by cigarette 

smoking—more than the entire population of Camroso. AlL7erta, or 

3racel7ric1ge, Ontario, or Dathurct, New brunswick. 

The good news, however, is that smoking rates in Canada have 

hit their lowest rates in 36 years. For example, in 195, when the 

first study of tob'acco use was conducted, fully 50% of Canadians 

smoked. Today, tFiio it
., down to 23%. Mostly, it's young adults in their 

early 20s who tend to smoke, but even in this group the rate is 

clown: 34% today compared to 49% in 1981. 
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Canadians. Although Aboriginal life expectancy in 1 995 had increased to 69 years 

for men and 76 years for women, these figures were still disturbingly below the 

comparable ages of 75 and 8 1 respectively, for other Canadians. 

Governance 

Since the earliest days of New France, Canada has been a monarchy. The Fathers 

of Confederation were very clear that they wanted executive power in the new nation 

to be exercised in the name of the Sovereign, the Queen of Canada, as our head of 

state. Ever since, all government actions have been taken by the Crown. 

In 2002, Queen Elizabeth II celebrated the Golden Jubilee of her ascension to the 

throne. Coincidentally, in 1952,   Vincent Massey was the first Canadian to be ap-

pointed Governor General. Many of our 26 governors general since Confederation 

have had distinguished careers in the military, politics or literature. For example, 

while in office from 1 935 to 1940,   John Buchan, Lord Tweedsmuir, wrote popular 

fiction, such as The Thirty-Nine Steps, as well as his memoirs and instituted the 

Governor General's Literary Awards in 1936.   

Although the governor general retains certain prerogative powers—appointing and 

dismissing prime ministers, granting pardons, summoning and dissolving Parliament, 

for example—, he or she must usually act on ministerial advice and confine comments 
on public policy to what has been humourously dubbed the 'governor-generalities.' 

The most powerful office in the land, that of the prime minister, was not even 
mentioned in the Constitution Act, 1867, as the original British North America Act 

is now known. The prime minister, normally the leader of the largest political party 

in the House of Commons, does not necessarily have to be a member of the House. 

Sir john Abbott, the First Canadian-born Prime Minister Il 89 1 —921 was a Senator, 

as was Sir Mackenzie Bowell (1 894-96). 
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The prime minister governs with the assistance of cabinet ministers, who are in charge 

of Federal departments. Public servants advise these ministers and carry out the day-to-

day administration of governance. In the United States, the executive and legislative 

branches of government are quite separate; under Canada's parliamentary system, 

they are fused together. The independence of the judiciary, however, is very carefully 

preserved. 

Most proposed legislation can be introduced as a bill in either the House of Commons 

or the Senate. But to become law—an Act of Parliament—it must be passed by both lady EI 

houses of Parliament and receive royal assent from the governor general or a dele- Bowes 

gate, or in special ceremonial cases from the Monarch. 

The provinces have similar processes for passing laws, except that they do not have 

the equivalent of the Senate, and the government leader is usually called the Premier I IN 

(Prime Minister, in Quebec). The lieutenant-governor of a province gives royal assent Press/PonoPresse 

to provincial acts. 

Queen Mother, 

On 	the 	Agenda -'0-2002. 

L:to by Anthony 

For each new session of Parliament, the government sets out its agenda in the Speech Buckley, Camera 

from the Throne, read by the governor general or, in special instances, by the Queen. P'rsss/Po'soPresse. 

In the speech opening the 37th Parliament on January 30, 2001, the government 

agenda focussed on innovation, including a commitment to make Canada one of 

the top Five countries in research and development by 2010 and a promise to help 
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one million adult Canadians gain new skills and knowledge. The government also 

announced plans to modernize privacy and copyright laws, work with the provinces 

to improve child-support laws, increase funding for the Canadian Institutes of Health 

Research, provide better law-enforcement tools to deal with cybercrime and terrorism, 

and increase Funds for the Canadian Forces. 

As baby boomers move toward retirement, 75% of today's senior government man-

agers will have chaired their last meeting by 2011, so it is not surprising that For 

government, an on-going concern is attracting qualified people to work in the public 

service. In 1998,   the number of public sector workers expanded for the first time in 

four years. In 2001, governmeni  

:.eleroted and ohs increased. 

[here has also been concern that fewer Canadians have been exercising their right 

to vote. Between the 1 940s and 1 980s, voter turnout in federal general elections 

ranged between 73% and 78%. In 1997,   election officials noted a downturn, when 

only 67% of registered electors voted. In November 2000, the trend continued, with 

mri ó1° chccsHg ta scto. 

The roriy is that while we are better educated, with pushbutton access to more 

information, our attachment to traditional political parties has weakened over the past 

decade, and this makes it less likely that we will vote. In 2001, almost one-third of 
voters also believed that there was no single important campaign issue, a perception 

that may have decided some against voting. In the 1988 general election, which was 

fought on the issue of free trade, more than 75% of eligible Canadians exercised their 

electoral right, which adds support to the notion that without a single important 

campaign issue, involvement flags. 
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We Are a Song... In 1927, Judge Emily Murphy wrote: "Canada is 

not a map. not a government. . No Canada is a theme; it is a tune, 

and it must be sung together.. 

This writer and pioneering magistrate had much to address in the 

emancipation of Canadian women; up until 1929, women were still not 

considered 'persons' in the eyes of the law, 

On the other hand, their ability to serve asjuclges, at IcosI ii 

the province of Alberta, had been recognized in 1916, with the 

appointment of Murphy herself as a magistrate—the first fen 

magistrate in the british Empire. The move did not create 

concordant songs. however, in the hearts of male litigator's: they 

objected to appearing before a woman judge because women were, 

iL. icL. L:IILilL 

—Louise McKinney, Nellie McClung, Irene F'arlby and Henrietta M 

Edwards—and together the 'Famous S launched the ftrsons Co 

to change the law,  

In October 18, 1929, the Judicial Committee of the rrivy Council of 

the british House of Lords, at that time Canada's highest court, 

ruled unanimously that women were indeed 'persons' and eligible for 

oppointment to the Senite 
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ARTS AND LEISURE 

Thceor was 1982,   and I iii. Baie-Sainl Foul. Quebec os hcting one of t rnc:nry  

artistic festivals. It was there that a group of young street performers, calling themselves 

le Club des talons hauts walked among the crowds on towering stilts, juggling and 

eating fire. Inspired by the obvious delight of the spectators, the performers hatched 

the idea of a festival to be called La Fête foraine de Saie-Saini'-Paul. Twenty years 

later, the Cirque du Soleil, as it was to become, charms some seven million people a 

year with eight troupes performing on two continents. 

Some decades ago, during the 1 940s and 50s, modernism, surrealism and automa-

tism in the visual arts provoked widespread controversy in Quebec. Paul-Emile Borduas 

and other artists authored the Refus global in 1948, a manifesto that rejected not only 

traditional artistic concepts but also the religious and political establishment of the time. 

When Zacharias Kunuk was about four or five years old, living in a one-room sod 

house in the far North, he remembers his parents telling him the story of Atanar/uat 

—"the fast runner." That story is now Nunavut's—and the world's—first feature film 
scripted entirely in lnuktitut, and the world's first Inuit-produced film. 

The making of a nation, the Canadian critic Elizabeth Waterston has said, is not just 

about living and working out ways of living together. It is also "the creation of a 

reflection, an inspiration, a goad and a goal—in art. The artists tell us what they think 

we are. They help us to hear our own voice, recognize our own shape, laugh at our 

own follies, rejoice in our own powers. Accepting or rejecting the artists' views, we 

become more thoroughly ourselves." 

Canada has come to have a distinctly Canadian voice. Who can forget Foster 

Hewitt's familiar "He shoots! He scores!" or Allan McFee's nightly greeting to his 

audience out in "vacuum land," the elegance of Pierre Nadeau's newscasts over 

40 years or the avuncular friendliness of Peter Gzowski? Who cannot be charmed 

and moved by the stories of Alistair MacLead, Margaret Atwood, Marie Laberge and 

Anne Carson? 
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In 2001 Canada's Janet Cardiff and George Bures Miller were honoured at the 

Venice Biennale for their multimedia work, The Paradise Institute. That award followed 

closely on the heels of the Millennium Prize, the National Gallery's first international 

prize in the visual arts awarded to Cardiff for her Forty-Part Motet. 

More and more, the stories of Canodians have been finding their way onto a larger 

stage, and increasingly the stage for many great Canadian artists is the world. From 	 lliaq 

the music of our composers to the poetry of our writers, From the sculptures and can- 

vasses of our artists to the gestures of our dancers, from the stories of our filmmakers 	to 	ooze uisitat 

and the voices of our broadcasters to the bold lines of our architects—Canada is 

coming to be understood through the creations of its artists. 	 eu's.. and i' so. 

Yet many of Canada's artists struggle financially. In 1999,   the average annual income 	will iie 	to qiv' 

for someone working in the cultural sector was $27,900, compared with the national 
average income of $31,800. Since many artists are self-employed—S 1% in 2001, 	t/u'.e /ueni 11e ?ah/ 

compared with 1 6% for the total Canadian work force—earning a living is even more 

precarious. At $17,300 a year, they earned about 54% of the overage Canadian 	in i/k ceniw 

income. 

1/i(' 

In 2001, an intrepid 23,600 Canadians described themselves as writers, and they 

were part of a 265,000 strong labour force of artists. In all, however, some 733,000 

Canadians work in the cultural sector and the entire impact of this group, measured by 	R. Murray Schoter, 

its contribution to Canada's Gross Domestic Product, totals more than $33 billion. 	 cornposei 

In the past half-century, government policies have helped breathe life into this sector, 
beginning with the 1951  Massey Commission, which recommended the establishment 
of the National Library and the Canada Council. 

Although creativity continues to flourish, government support for the arts declined in 

the 1990s. Federal, provincial and municipal governments contributed $5.9 billion 

to cultural activities in 1999-2000. This is about the same amount as in 1992-93, 
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when government spending on the arts reached a peak. In the intervening years, 

however, spending fell to a low of $5.6 billion, and has only begun to return to 

previous levels in the last two years. 

The Canadian cultural sector, especially Film and video production, has made signif-

cant inroads in exporting our culture to the rest of the world within the last decade. 

Between 1996 and 2000, our cultural exports increased by about 44% to reach 

more than $4.2 billion. But we are also one of the world's greatest importers of 

cultural products. Between 1996 and 2000, imports of cultural products climbed 

about 24% to more than $6.4 billion. 

Yet, the distribution of our cultural products both within and outside Canada faces 	 Norma Shearer (leFt) 

obstacles. For example, although they account for fewer than two dozen firms in each 	and Mary P,ckfod, 

of the cultural industries, multinationals captured 5 1 % of film distribution revenues, 88% 	920 

of music recordings sales, 35% of Canadian book sales and 53% of agency sales by 	Photos by 

marketers and distributors. 	 Af red cheney Johnston. 

ic,nal Archives 

Film 	 anoda. 

181098 PA 185967 

In the film Atanar/vat, filmmaker Zocharias Kunuk looks at life in the Arctic barrens 

of 1 6th century North Balhn and portrays the great themes—love, jealousy and the 

struggle for power—so eloquently that he was awarded the prestigious Camera dor 

for best first feature film at the 2001 Cannes Film Festival. Kunuk also won five Genies 

at Canada's annual Genie Awards, including best picture, director and screenplay. 

In the Canadian comedy Men with Brooms, a small-town curling team gets together 

for one last crack at the local bonspiel. Unabashedly Canadian—the Montréal 

Curling Club threw its first rock in 1 807—the film treats its viewers to the great 

Canadian icons: the beaver, the soaring strains of "0 Canada," small-town Canadian 

life, and the rigours of the curling rink. 
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Remembering the Met I rememL?er the Metropolitan Theatre in 

Winnipeg. It's cIosec now—boarclecl up and lonely looking. There was 

also the Oceon with its arching precicium and vaulted dome and 

there was the Uptown over on Academy. A I7Iack ceiling with little 

pinholes in it; you thought you were under a star-filled sky ... ancl then 

the velvet curtains drew up and Lack and the lion roared and the 

movie E7egan." 

Not much is left of Canadas old, glamourous movie houses other 

than our memories of them. Most of them have been boarded up 

or turned to other purposes: bowling alleys, community halls, even 

fast-food emporia. 

Today, we are more likely to see a movie in a giant cineplex complete 

with banks of pinball machines and life-sized figures that fly about 

beneath soaring ceilings. The theatres themselves are often small 

and so numerous they are numbered so that we may find our way 

to them. 

Architecture aside, the movies in Canada began officially in 1896 

when a group of Ottawans paid 10 cents apiece to view Thomas 

Edison's newest- invention—the Vitascope. Recognizing a business 
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opportunity. storefront shops were soon offering viewers a look at 	 1 
their 'nickelodeons' for—you guessed it—a nickel. The rest, as they 

say, is history. Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, Canadians were 

ctuite mad for the movies. In Edmonton alone, monthly attendance 

figures were several times greater than the city's population. 

In the 1950s, the arrival of television chilled our movie ardour some- 

what and, from 1952 to 1964, nearly eoo theatres—one-third of all 

theatres—shut their doors. In 1980, with the introc1uction of video, 

there Legan another drop in movie attendance, a further 22% by 

1992. j 
Today, with the emergence of the multiplexes, the charm of the .9 
movies seems once again to have engaged us after four decades of 

dropping attendance. From 1991 to 2000, we were b?ack under the 49 
marcuee purchasing 117.8 million tickets—nearly four times our 

national population. 

Fickle though we may 17e, movies in Canada seem to have a strong 

Redolent river-current pull. 	still with the smell of popcorn and our 

hope for two hours in another world, they continue to hold a firm 

place in the Canadian heart. 
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But the real thrill of these two Canadian movies came at the box office. Within the 

First weekend of its opening, Brooms had grossed $1 .1 million in ticket sales and 

had opened in a record 207 Canadian cinemas. Afanarjuat, in its opening weeks, 

surpassed $1 million. 

Although the films did not score with the magnitude of many Hollywood block 

busters, their ticket sales and wide distribution make them a refreshing exception to 

the Canadian rule. Most Canadian feature films achieve little exposure to audiences 

via the cinema or through home video rentals and sales. In 1998,   among Canadian 

Film and video distributors, some 68% of total revenue came from the distribution of 

foreign productions in Canada. 

Nevertheless, the business of making and distributing films in Canada has been 

booming since at least 1988. In 1998-99 alone, distribution sales of films and 	 Peter C-zowsk, 

videos in Canada, coupled with overseas exports, generated revenues of $2.1 bil- 	1937-2002 

lion, up 23% From the previous year. From 1988 to 1998, revenues of the Canadian 	111ustralion by 

independent film, television and video production industry nearly doubled from 	 r.lcwhe Smith 

$533 million to just over $1 billion. 

Radio and Television 

It was during the 1 930s, the story goes, when Graham Spry, one of the founders of 

the Canadian Radio Ieague, had begun to despair of getting any serious attention for 

publicly-Funded radio. When he discovered that Prime Minister R.B. Bennett regularly 

took a massage at the Chateau Laurier's spa, Spry began arranging what looked like 

chance meetings with the Prime Minister so that he could press his point while they 

walked back to Parliament Hill together. 

Spry's idea paid off. Bennett was quick to appreciate the usefulness of a government-

sponsored radio network. In 1932,   Bennett established the Canadian Radio Broad-

casting Commission, truly the beginning of government backing for the arts and mass 
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culture. Four years later, the commission became the Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation, with a unique mix of public and private stations. 

Today, CBC radio has been described as the nation's 'ribbon of reason,' offering 

Canadians everyNhere a convincing and all-encompassing mirror of our lives. In 

2000, fully 1 0.4% of the time Canadians listen to radio was spent with the CBC. 

Otherwise, we chose from among Canada's 61 5 private radio stations, including 

456 music, 33 talk-oriented and 126 non-commercial stations. With their superior 

sound quality, FM stations had reached a 72% share of listeners by the fall of 2000. 

Our television shows are popular the world over and more than half the revenue from 

television programming comes from other countries. In 1 997-98, direct exports by 

producers were $254 million, a fourfold increase over the previous decade. 

Here at home, This Hour Has 22 Minutes, a satirical TV show produced in Halifax, 

regularly sent Marg, Princess Warrior, to barge into politicians' offices in Ottawa 

and ask irreverent questions. The humour—much arising from the East Coast—is a 

favourite of Canadian viewing audiences. Although comedy and drama were the 

most popular forms of programming in 2000, accounting for more than 39% of total 

viewing, Canadians also maintain a healthy appetite for news and public affairs-

32% of total viewing For French-speaking Canadians and 2 1 % for English speakers. 

Overall, however, we are watching less television. In 2000, we spent an average of 

21.5  hours a week, down 10% since 1984.   French-speaking Quebecers are the most 

avid viewers in Canada—with an average of 24.5 hours a week, whereas Albertans 

watch the least—about 20 hours a week. 

Performing Arts 

Evelyn Hart flies effortlessly through the air. Rex Harrington takes a turn, spinning 

athletically, flawlessly. iosee Chouinard bends her body into an improbably pretzel-like 
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shape. R. Murray Schafer conducts Music for Wilderness Lake from a raft in the 

middle of an Ontario lake. Christopher Plummer gives dramatic credibility to the trials 

of King Lear for a Stratford audience. In Canada, the performing arts seem driven by 

an eclectic and kinetic energy that respects the history of performance while ever 

breaking new ground. 

Statistics Canada surveys several hundred of Canada's performing arts organiza-

tions-625 in 1999.   It's interesting to look at the breakdown: 350 are theatre groups, 

another 160 are music groups, 92 are dance troupes and 23 opera companies. 

With some 13.3 million people queuing for their performances, these companies 

generated a full $150 million in 1999.   

Theatre appears to be most popular in Quebec, where no fewer than 137 active 

companies hit the boards—the largest number in Canada. 

Music lovers thrive in Canada. Every day, no fewer than 14 concerts are played 

somewhere across the land. Behind the surefootedness of our performers, however, 

there are often financial struggles that signal a drop in government funding. A new 

trend has therefore emerged—a great reliance on volunteers and a shift to private 

sector funding, which has risen by 60% since the early 1 990s. 

Recording 

Canadian recording artists are now as familiar in Birmingham and Toulouse as they 

are in Brampton and Trois-Rivières—Bryan Adams, Robert Charlebois, the Barenaked 

Ladies, Leonard Cohen, Céline Dion, Nelly Furtado, Diana Krall, Alanis Morissette, 

Oscar Peterson, Shania Twain, Roch Voisine, and many young up-and-comers. Part 

of their success stems from a 1971 decision by the Canadian Radio-television and 

Telecommunications Commission requiring all AM radio stations in Canada to play at 

least 30% Canadian music during certain times of the day. That bold decision is 

credited with jump-starting the Canadian music industry. 

Merrymaking at rort 

Chambly, Quebec. 

929 

'Vork by Franklin 

Hennessey. 

National Archives 

of Canada, 

COl 1218 
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Between 1991 and 1998, the number of sound-recording companies in Canada 

increased significantly. The biggest was in British Columbia, where the number almost 

doubled to 42 companies in 1998. Only in the Prairies did the opposite occur, a 

drop from 29 companies to 22. 

In 1998,   record companies reported that net sales of recordings by Canadian artists 

had risen to $1 54 million. just seven years before, sales of records with Canadian 

content had totalled $58 million. 

During the same period, Canadians adopted the compact disc as the preferred 

recording format. The CD increased its market share from under 44% in 1991 to over 

80% in 1998. The latest recording format to gain popularity is the MP3, particularly 

with listeners who share music files over the Internet. In 2000, some 44% of 'Internet 

households' reported downloading music from the Net. 

The Printed Word 

H J 908, LFJ C./  Maud Mantqcmerys f]rst nave] .  Anne at Green Gables launched e 

literary career that included seven sequels, the autobiographical Emily trilogy, as well 

as a few novels written for adults. Montgomery's accomplishments were matched by 

those of other popular writers in Canada, including Stephen Leacock, Anne Hébert, 

Louis Hémon, Sir Charles G.D. Roberts and Ernest Thompson Seton. Nellie McClung's 

Sowing Seeds in Danny sold 100,000 copies and Margaret Marshall Saunders' 

Beautiful Joe, a novel about a pet dog, sold more than one million. 

A second literary renaissance, embodied by the likes of Roch Carrier, Mavis Gallant, 

Margaret Laurence, Hugh McLennan, Mordecai Richler and Gabrielle Roy seemed to 

spring to life in the 1 950s, and it has continued throughout the century with the work 

of Margaret Atwood, Arlette Cousture, Alice Munro and Michel Tremblay—to name 

only a few. 
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T h e Paper Poet "I entertain an opinion that our forest trees, either 

hard or soft wood, but more especially the fir, spruce, or poplar, on 

account of the fiti'rous quality of these woods, might be easily 

reduced by a chafing, and manufactured into paper of the finest 

kind." 

So wrote Nova Scotias ChaHe Fcncr'ty on OctoL7er 2, 1&44, in a 

letter to the Acaa'ian .ecorcr. Ao ii young luml2erman, Fenerty had 

discovered that if he ground freshly-cut wood into pulp, he could 

sctueeze out the moisture and as the fibres adhered to each other, 

turn them into paper. Local legend has it he got the idea from 

watching wasps Euitci their paper-like nests. Fenerty's idea would 

ultimately change the way the printed word was presentecL 

y the time he had puL7licized his experiments, others had already 

patented the process of making paper from wood pulp. He therefore 

made no money from his discovery. He did, however, gain some 

recognition for his poetry. "etula Nigra," an epic he wrote about 

a majestic Hack E7irch on his family's farm, won first prize at the 

Halifax Exhit7ition in 1854. 

A monarch of the forest shade, 

Sy summer's majesty arrived, 

In r'oFeo of living grccn. 



Antonine Maillet's Pélagie-Ia-C/iorrette won the Prix Goncourt in 1979,   and sold over 

a million copies in France alone. In 1992, Michael Ondaatle won both the Governor 

General's Award for English-language fiction and the Booker Prize for The En9/ish 
Patient. In 1995,   Carol Shields won the Pulitzer Prize for The Stone Diories. 

The sprouting of dozens of small presses during the 1 960s paralleled an upsurge in 

poets, dramatists and novelists seeking outlets for their work. By 1999,   Canadian 

book publishing was a multi-billion dollar industry, employing nearly 9,000 people in 

700 firms. Slightly more than half of those firms turned a profit, down from close to 

two-thirds four years earlier. Among the most successful is Harlequin, the world's largest 

publisher of romance fiction series. In 200 1, the company's annual report listed sales 

of about 153 million books in 94 international markets. 

Our reading habits may be undergoing transformation. In 1998,   close to three million 

Canadians used the Internet at least once to read a newspaper, magazine or book. 

Between 1986 and 1996,   the number of book buyers remained steady, although the 

average Canadian family spent 23% less on books. 

The newspaper and magazine world is also changing shape. Between 1992 and 

1998,   the number of Canadians who read newspapers at least once a month 

dropped from 92% to 82%. During the same period, magazine readership declined 

from 80% to 71%. Between 1991 and 1997, as 1,333 Canadian magazines 

continued publishing, 400 ceased operating and more than 200 new titles 

appeared. In 1998,   some 28% of Canadians visited a library, although a smaller 
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proportion reported borrowing books than in 1992. One year later, in 1999,   

Canada became one of the first countries in the world to connect all of its schools 

and public libraries to the Internet. 

Visual A r t s 

VVhiIe readers weie devouring conventionaII romantic novels in the early part of the 

1 900s, many Canadian artists were putting as much distance as they could between 

their art and the established conventions of their European predecessors. Banding 

iether as the Group of Seven in 1920,   Franklin Carmichael, Lawren Harris, 

'(Jackson, Franz Johnston, Arthur Lismer, J.E.H. MacDonald and F.H. Varley 

'.duced striking wilderness sketches and paintings that were decried by critics of the 
time as "rough, splashy, meaningless... weird landscapes." Today, their body of work 

still has popular appeal and is considered as uniquely Canadian as it is imaginative. 

I(fl('#1 ') Iu'sifa(e, 

(1(1 110? /2010?. 

C ,, , ,  
it /U'fl ,.) /2010!!. 

Contemporary art, in Canada features a complex range of approaches: the multi-

media art of N.E. Thing Co.; Michael Snow's conceptual work; the body art of 

Genevieve Cadieux and Mr. Peanut (Vincent Trasov), who ran for mayor of Vancouver 

dressed as a peanut; the environmental art of the Montréal architect and artist Melvin 

Charney; the 'mail-art activity' of Anna Banana; the collages of Jeff Wall; the instal-

lation art of Edward Poitras, one of many distinguished First Nations artists; and many 

more. 

Only a year after proFessional photography began in Canada in 1840, a 

Mrs. Fletcher of Montréal set up her commercial studio and became the first woman 

photographer in the country. Photography was important for immigrant recruitment 

to the West. It was also a source of news during both World Wars. The works of 

Malak and Yousuf Karsh are Familiar to many Canadians, and through them and 

others such as Roloff Beny, John de Visser and Evergon, Canadian photography has 

earned a high reputation internationally. 

(/0 1101 iu'silah'. 

JeanPQuI Riopelle, 

Riopelle: ffuv,es vices, 1993 
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artisans, craftpersons, or photographers—a number virtually unchanged from a 

decade earlier. 

Sports and Leisure 

Cc:riflUE, ta ovciLer 	Co fltjfp, 	:OIitS and 	Hove aa'oo. 'ad :'ir 

heroes—rower Ned Hanlan and strongman Louis Cyr in the 19th century, and more 

recently hockey great Wayne Gretzky, skater Catriona Le May Doan and car racers 

Gilles and Jacques Villeneuve, 

Among all leisure activities, hockey seems to move Canadians in a way that no other 

sport can. When the former Montréal Canadiens star Maurice 'Rocket' Richard died 

in 2000, Roch Carrier—a devoted fan and author of a recent book on the Rocket-

wrote: "In our memories the Rocket will never stop skating, never stop scoring goals. 

We will hear, 'Maurice Rocket Richard shoots—he scores!' till the end of our lives." 

In February 2002, close to six million Canadians watched the final Olympic women's 

hockey match in Salt Lake City, Utah and the cheers were deafening as Canada won 

3-2 over the United States, bringing home our first gold medal ever in this sport. A 

Few days later, the cheers went up again as the men's hockey team also won gold-

providing support for writer Joey Slinger's contention that "the field of our dreams is 

flooded and frozen and has a net at either end." Altogether, Canada collected 

17 medals, the best Olympic result since first competing in 1924.   
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Hockey roots can be traced back to lacrosse, British rugby and a game played with 

a makeshift puck in Montréal in 1 875. We can track the origins of other Canadian 

sports to a variety of sources. Curling first came to Canada from Scotland and native 

Canadians are credited with canoeing, lacrosse, snowshoeing and tobogganing. 	 "74e l'in1eTs 

Basketball was invented by a Canadian, James Naismith. 
/IU/ (' 

We may love to watch highperforrnance athletes and hockey players, but golf is the 

sport of choice for most Canadians. In 1998,   a new leisure trend emerged when golf 	unq. (onq seasons. 

supplanted hockey as the sport most adults reported playing. More than 1.8 million 

golfers hit the links that year, compared with the 1 .5 million who strapped on hockey 	lf'e (i.ted iii Mwe 

skates. The golf trend underscores ongoing changes in our society, as the overall 

population ages, popular tastes and cultural interests are shifting. 	 ,2aees-1Ie 5(11001 

Much of the work that goes into maintaining amateur sport falls on the shoulders of 	t1e ci iei and i1e 

volunteers. Between 1992 and 1998,   twice as many of us decided that coaching 

amateur sport was a worthwhile activity, the numbers rising from an estimated 	 s1atiiq -#ii.---1u/ 

840,000 Canadians to 1.7 million. The number of referees, officials and umpires 

almost doubled during the same period, mushrooming from an estimated 550,000 	tu 	ea Eij.e u'as. on 

to almost 940000. 
f/u' s1a/i;iq -U.,lk. 

Many of us still enjoy quieter pastimes, such as gardening. In 1998,   about 1 2% of us 

reported that we painted or sculpted. At the some time, about 29% of us take pleasure 

in crafts—including woodcarving, weaving, and pottery—and about 8% spend time 	Roch (oriier, 
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Canada's Family Aftum Historyforme isa whole steamertrunk 

full of stories,' the novelist Jack Hogins once saic. E3ut where is 

that trunk? We haven't lost the secrets of who we are, or forgotten 

what we once were. They still exist in Canaca's treasure chest of 

memory—a vast stainless steel and glass Luiling cesignec to last 

at least 500 years—the new National Archives Gatineau 

F'reservation Centre in Gatineau. QueL7ec. 

Rare olc viJeotapes of the comecians Johnny Wayne and Frank 

Shuster. The personal diaries of F'rime Minister Mackenzie King. 

Unpul7lished poetry by ArchiLald Lampman. Pecrypted messages 

sent by enemy spies during the Seconcl World War. The papers of 

the great OueE'ec actor and playwright Gratien Gélinas. Here are so 

many pages from Canada's 'family all7um.' what National Archivist Ian 

Wilson has descril2ed as 'writing and recollection, in image and 

anecdote. in court testimony and tall tale." 

Since 1872, the National Archives has been preserving 'the git -t 

of one generation to another," as Sir Arthur Loughty, Porriin 

Archivist from 1904 to 195. called its holdings. "The exter' 

c : 	oF them marks the extent of our civilization. 

K I T 	 orily, 1Q45 

ufteSy of 	Phillips. 



To be keepers of all this history and memory, Canacth's archivists 

fice the daunting task of sifting through Eillions of government and 

private sector records, stories and pieces of news to decide the 1% 

that is archival' and worthy of the 'national memory.' To this end, 

v maintain world-class labs where they repair and treat fragile 

ments and run seven huge centres across the country where 

Hrmant government records are stored. All of this so that 

H .rchers and interested Canadians may find the "proverbial 

lIe in a very, very large haystack." 

Over time, the results of this laEour have been impressive. Today, 

the Archives holds some 2.3 million maps and architectural plans, 

J in:ida's most valual2le stamp collection, 341,000 hours of film, 

H and sound recordings, and well over 20 million photographs. If 

Hits holdings were piled high, they woulc1 extend 145 kilometres into 

the air. For Canadians, it would appear that our past remains very 
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much alive and secure, not only in our memory but in our national 

'family aIF2um' as well. 
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T H E ECONOMY 

"Money," said the Canadian-born economist John Kenneth Galbraith, "ranks with love 

as man's greatest source of joy. And with death as his greatest source of anxiety." The 

editor of the lively Ca/gary Eye Opener, Bob Edwards, once lamented that "if money 
talks, all it ever said to me was good-bye.' In the same spirit, the thrill of a roll of the 

dice or a turn at blackjack is not unknown in Canada—in 2001, Canadians bet a 

not insignificant $1 0.7 billion. Perhaps it's not accidental that our very first paper 

money, the first in North America, was written on the back of playing cards in New 

France in 1685. 

In keeping with a national penchant for saving over the years, we have supported 

a large number of savings banks. Canadian historian William Kilbourn records the 

astonishment of a visitor to pioneer Saskatchewan on seeing "a sod hut in the middle 

of the prairie open for business under a large Canadian Bank of Commerce sign." 

And if a nice cnsp $4 bill from Nova Scotia's Commercial Bank of Windsor turns up 

under the mattress, the Bank of Canada will still redeem it for $4—even though this 

tiny Nova Scotia bank hasn't been around For 100 years. On the other hand, its 

probably worth many multiples of this to a collector. 

Private banks—from the phantom Agricultural Bank in Montréal to the short-lived 

Zimmerman Bank of Elgin, Canada West—issued nearly all our paper money until 
1935,   when the newly created Bank of Canada began to gradually phase out 

private bank notes as it took on the job exclusively. 

Although winning a lottery or discovering a hoard of money is a dream for many, mc.' 

Canadians build wealth through working and saving. In 2001, Canada's wealth 

reached a total of $3.5 trillion; if one were to divide that among all of us, we'd each 

be worth an average of about $11 2,800. In 1999 alone, we placed $27.8 billion 

in registered retirement savings plans (RRSPs), bringing the total of all private pension 

assets to well over a trillion dollars. On the other hand, our predilection for saving is 

dwindling somewhat. In 2001, personal savings came to $23.4 billion, a for cry 

from the $62.9 billion banked in 1992. 
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It is also possible to calculate the net worth—the assets minus the debts—of what 

economists call the 'median family,' that is, the family that falls exactly hallway down 

the list of all 12.2 million Canadian families. By this measure, Canada's median 

family had a net worth of $8 1,000 in 1999.   

However, wealth in Canada is not spread evenly. In 1999,   the richest 1 0% of families 

possessed 53% of total wealth. At the other end of the scale, the poorest 10% of 

families had a negative net worth; debts were greater than assets. Education makes 

some of the difference. In 1999,   someone with a master's degree had a median net 

worth almost three times higher than that of a person with a high-school diploma. 

Not surprisingly, the home is the single most important asset for Canadian Families, 

representing 32% of all the assets held in 1999.   Canadians are home lovers. To own 

one's home is an oft-cited Canadian dream, a "special space, standing apart from the 

practical world," as Canadian architect Witold Rybczynski has noted. Next in impor-

tance are private pension assets—largely employer pension plans, RRSPs and regis-

tered retirement investment funds (RRIFs)—which account For 29% of all assets. 

Canada Today 

A CLrI; perscr enters iHe Canadioc cr fence i 2002. Miut one H cr hen 

chances of finding a lob and enjoying a comfortable, healthy life? As it turns out, they 

are not lied to winning a lottery. Instead, they are very much tied to the level of edu-

cation and job experience—what economists call human capital. Quite simply, the 

more educated a young person is, the better the chance of finding the security of a 

well-paying job. 

The economic numbers tell a further compelling story. Canada is the world's ninth 

largest economy and boasts one of the highest levels of income and wealth. It now 

takes 13 digits to measure the Canadian economy: in 2001, the gross domestic 

product (GDP)—fhe total of all goods and services produced within Canadian 

borders—reached the $1 trillion mark. 
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And what of inflation? From 1973 to 198 1, inflation was in the double digits, fuelled 

as it was by rising oil prices. Then, it fell sharply to lust 5%. Over the last decade, it 

has remained well under that; in 2001, it was 2.6%. 

Like economies throughout the world, the Canadian economy suffered a significant 

slowdown in 2001 The terrorist attacks of September 11 amplified the trend, rocking 

financial and commodity markets and showing lust  how vulnerable the global econ-

omy is to such occurrences. The quick return to growth was testimony to its resilience 

and flexibility, which played itself out in a country-wide shopping spree for new 

homes, furniture and many other consumer goods. Consumer spending accounted for 

57% of our GDP in 2001 not too far off from the 61% of GDP of 40 years earlier. 

In fact, Canada's GDP gain of 1 .5% ranked as one of the strongest international 

showings in 2001. By comparison, the United States' output grew 1 .2%, whereas 

Japan's economy shrank by 0.5%, the culmination of a decade of poor performance. 

Meanwhile, Germany, once the economic engine of Europe, continued to lag behind. 

In Canada, the phenomenal growth of the high-tech industry came to a virtual stand-

still as it lost the equivalent of $1 0 billion. Manufacturers of computers, telecommu-

nication equipment and fibre-optic cable were especially hard hit. For those providing 

services in computer design, software, and telecommunications, the growth remained 

quite strong, but slowed. 

The economic slowdown of 200 1 also cost other industries: natural resources indus-

tries lost almost $7 billion; the mining and lumber industries suffered considerably; 

and Canada's farmers experienced the largest loss as their harvests dropped 1 8%, 

partly the result of the worst drought since 1988. In the last decade, more than 

100,000 farm workers—over 30% of all the people who worked at farming—left the 

agricultural sector. 
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The bombardier Story On a snowy winter night in 1934, 

Joseph-Armand 5omarier was called home from his garage in 

Valcour-t Quebec, to finc his two-year-olc son Yvon gravely ill with 

appencUcitis. Since QueEec's L?ack roacs were L'lanketec in heavy 

snow, it was impossiLle for Dombarclier to reach the nearest hospital 

in 5herl7rooke, some 50 kilometres away, and sadly, young Yvon died. 

For Dombardier, the tragedy was especially difficult since he had 

been puzzling the concept of a machine that could travel the snow 

since he was a teenager. 

In fact, Dombardier had concocted his first machine as a 15-year-old, 

using an old sleigh, a propeller and the motor from a Model I Ford. 

The story goes that he and his E?rother rode this noisy machine a 

kilometre over the town's main street, frightening horses and towns-

people into the bargain. 

As Liographer Roger Lacasse tells it, 	their father was furious. Vo 

you want to kill yourselves? he shouted at the top of his lungs—and 

ordered them to dismantle the vehicle immediately." 



omL?arcier clicl finally invent Canaclas first motorized snow vehicle. In 

June 1937, he received his first patent and soon after, production of 

his auto-neige' L2egan. 

The story evolved as bom bardier refined his invention and, in 1959, 

he unveiled a new, lightweight snowmthile. He called it the Ski-Pog, 

E7ut when the literature was printed, a typographical error changed 

the name to Ski-Poo and it stuck. An instant hit. A 193 issue of 

Imperial Oil Review called it a "kind of scooter mounted on toy tracks 

and which growls like a runaway dishwasher." 

SomL7ardier's company has gone on to sell more than two million 

snowmol7iles worldwide and to L7ecome one of the world's major 

suppliers not only of the Ski-Poo, but of airplanes, trains, military 

vehicles, puhlic transit systems and recreational watercraft. 

- 	 . - 



setbacks, moratoriums and controls on many species, fishing is still important to 

hundreds of coastal communities and to even a few inland towns. Fishing communities 

and fishing companies have adapted, mainly by expanding into shellfish and other 

types of aquaculture. In 2000, the value of landed catches of shellfish increased 

by 27%. 

T r a d e 

Trade hu always been important to Canada 'the vIal question upon C'c H pair 

otism, common defence and everyThing else will depend," Sir William Van Home 

wrote in 1914. 

Much has been written on the vagaries of our trading, and much more is no douH 

yet to come. What we do know is that Canada is a small population in a large land 

and from that land has come a wealth of water and wood and mineral treasure-

these natural endowments have helped to shape the way we do business with the 

world. Early Europeans were first attracted to Canada's abundance of fish off 

Newfoundland's shore and, during the 1 800s, the European penchant for fur led 1, 

the exploration of Canada's West. In the early years, we traded largely with the 

British, selling our lumber for their ship-building industry, wheat arid, of course, beaver 

pelts. In return, they sent us textiles and fine china and railroad cars. 

With the onset of the Second World War, however, there was a shift in our trade 

away from the United Kingdom and toward the United States, which was now in a 

more financially robust position to buy our goods. By 1946,   a full 45% of our exports 

were from our mines, oceans, forests and farms; close to 40% were destined to the 

United States. 

Fundamentally, our trade today comprises that at which we excel. We are very 

good at making cars and airplanes, snowmobiles and trains, not to mention 
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telecommunications equipment. While we still trade in wheat, lumber, pulp and paper, 

minerals and now even diamonds, by 2000, natural resources represented less than 

40% of our exports. In fact, Canada's single most important trade commodity today is 

the automobile, and, of course, auto parts. The next two largest categories include 

'machinery and equipment' and industrial goods. This includes everything from aircraft 

to portable cassette players. But trade is a multi-variegated phenomenon and one 

of Canada's indefatigable ambassadors in this regard is maple syrup: our prime 

consumers, none other than the Americans, buy 80% of this Canadian elixir. The 

Americans, in turn, produce a similarly wide rainbow of consumer and capital goods. 

During the last 50 years, we have typically had an overall trade deficit, which means 

we spend more on imports than we earn on our exports. In 2001, however, we regis-

tered a trade surplus for only the sixth time since 1950, exporting nearly $471 billion 

in goods and services while importing $416 billion. Our current-account surplus rose 

to $30 billion in 2001, breaking the previous year's record by $2.3 billion. This 

marked the third straight surplus and the longest string of surpluses since the 1 940s. 

That would have made George Hees happy. As Canada's Minister of Trade and 

Commerce from 1960 to 1963, he was wont to say that he'd "stand on his head in 

Times Square ifit would sell Canadian." When Hees took office, the United States 

was already our most important trading partner. Further, as trade barriers have 

lowered over the years, our exports to the United States have soared 300%. At a 
loint session of Parliament in 1 995,   U.S. President Bill Clinton neatly summed up the 

significance of this calling it the "essential pillar in the architecture of both our 

economies." 

In 2001, some 85% of Canadian exports were destined to the United States. These 

numbers do not include other forms of economic integration, such as workers moving 

between the two countries, business-to-business e-commerce, and Internet shopping. 
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Europe and Japan are important trading partners as well, and sources of foreign 

investment. Canada has also signed bilateral free trade agreements with Chile, Costa 

Rica and krael. as we invest more in developing economies. 

Fresh Thought 

cienc vr,lei ,nt out 	icss C:cnado to find Out what really ay a: lie 

heart of the new knowledge-based economy. At the end of his visit to Canada's new 

and upcoming high-tech companies, William Atkinson wrote Prototype, concluding 

that the key to today's economy is to "harness the most renewable and widely 

available of all our resources—fresh thought." 

Everywhere, the pace of change seems to have quickened, the consequence of this 

fresh thinking and technological innovation. In 1994,   a pizza chain accepted its First 

order through the Internet for a pizza—pepperoni and mushroom, no less—just three 

years after the World Wide Web was launched. The potential impact of the Internet 

and the World Wide Web on communications has been so great that even the 'bricks 

and mortar' firms stepped up their investments in technology to keep up with their 

online competitors. 

Two recent phenomena changed the face of Canada's high-tech sector: the so-called 

Y2K (Year 2000) bug and the rise of the 'dot.coms.' Throughout 1999,   computer 

owners around the world seemed to suffer a case of millennial angst as they antici-

pated the effect of the Y2K bug, a computer glitch that would have some computer 

anfusing Jaruoi y 	20)0 	ib januar y  1 1 900 

Aitcipoirig chaos, Cariadon busuiesses, goverrirnents and ndivduals aerholed 

and upgraded a wide range of computer and information systems. The collective force 

of this renovation helped push the economy to its best performance in a generation. 

The demand was fuel to the Financial markets and centred on stocks and new 
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offerings of companies catering to the Internet. Generally, their web addresses ended 

in '.com'—for 'commercial'—and the popularity of these dot.coms helped create an 

enormous stock-market bubble. 

There also seemed to be a sense of euphoria about the new millennium. Many 
believed that new models of business growth and profitability were replacing the old 

rules of the business cycle. Indeed, iconic Firms such as Eaton's and Enron fell prey to 
	

AN = iiAY 

market forces, while companies that did not even exist a decade ago attracted huge 

investments. 	 whe rc 0 < ii < I 

The bubble was to burst, however. It began in March 2000 with the crash of many 	is 1/U' Ono r(/(lU 

high-tech stocks included in the NASDAQ index (National Association of Securities 
Dealers Automated Quotations), and by August 2000, the decline had spread to the 	/27(i,2('fZStIff ((1 

Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE). By August 2001 the TSE Index had tumbled 34% 
(iH( (4 ,la,e(a,,ae 

Stock Markets 

In Canada, stocks were first traded at the Exchange Coffee House in Montréal in 
1832. Between 1945 and 1998, over 39 billion shares changed hands through the 

Montréal Stock Exchange. 	 ipey, Puiyis. Sparks, Steiner 

fconomI(s 4th edi?ioii 1982 

The most notable stock market crash was soon followed by the Great Depression. In 

the summer of 1929, industrial stock prices in Canada had soared; by September, 

they were triple the level of early 1927 Just two months later, they had fallen 33% 

and kept sliding for another four years. Despite booms and busts, stocks have been 

a source of wealth for investors over the long term. A sum of $1 ,000 invested in the 

broad Canadian stock market index in 1924 would be worth almost $2 million 

today. 

Today, Canada's stock market acts as a gauge of our economic optimism and the 

health of our economy. For example, with the slowdown in 2001, Foreign investors 
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Who Has Seen The Wind? Not far from W.O. Mitchell country, in 

flncher Creek, Alberta, prairie winds have achieved something other 

than literary coin: they are Feing harvested to generate the same 

electrical power we might get from water, gas or coal. 

The harvesters stand some 50 meters high and bear only a passing 

similarity to windmills with their giant E?lades and rotors the size 

of airplane wings. 

Together, they turn the prevailing prairie westerlies into 40,000 

kilowatts an hour of usable electricity, part of the 299 million 

kilowatt hours of power produced annually by wind turLines across 

Canada. That's enough to keep all the homes of a mid-sized Canadian 

city humming for six months of the year. 

Wind power is also pollution-free and that was fair cause for Calgary 

to switch its train system to power supplied by the spinning rincher 

Creek turl7ines. The switchover, which took place in 2001, means that 

187.000 people in Calgary are ferried by Calgary Transit's C-Train to 



zitij from vork every 	on wind power. (Thc concept to power the 

C-Train by winc.l is the proud kea of Vision Quest Winclelectric Inc. of 

Fincher Creek.) 

The first public transit system in North America to be powered by 

wind, Calgary Transit estimates it would take the equivalent of 

50000 tonnes of coal to produce the annual power the railway 

needs, not to mention the 2,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide 

emissions that would ensue. 

Wind power in Canada has been around for some time, but it was 

only in 1987 that the first wind farm appeared at remote Cambridge 

f3y on Victoria Island in the Canadian Archipelago. 

The 'unfailing visitation of wind was how W.O. Mitchell described it 

in the opening lines of his 1947 novel Who has Seen the Wind. For the 

wind farms of Canada that unfailing quality promises well, not only as 

a source of power, but as a future means of keeping our air fresh and 

our winds free of pollution. 
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Full Steam Ahead A local newspaper prasec it as the neatest 

thing of the kinc.l yet invented.' Its maker—Henry Seth Taylor-

Loastecl that it would challenge any trotting horse.' 

In 1867, at a country fair in what is now Stansteacl, QueE7ec, 

Canada's first self-propelled autoniol7ile chugged into motion. Though 

it was I7uilt long after the world's first car in 179, Taylor's convey-

ance was the first recorded steam Luggy F7uilt in Canada. 

Canada's automotive industry did not really Iegin until the estaLAish-

ment of the Ford Motor Company of Canada, Ltd. in 1904. Dy 1913, 

just as the American industrialist Henry Ford was beginning his mass 

production assemE2ly lines, more than 29,000 cars were motoring on 

Canada's roadls. Ten years later, Canada was a close second to the 

United States as the largest vehicle producer and major exporter of 

automol2iles and auto parts. 

In 1927, the Canada Year book reported, rather primly, that: "Like 

many other inventions, the motor car commenced as a toy, then 

became a luxury of the rich, while it now ranks as a necessity to 

those in moderate circumstances and it may even b?ecome a 

necessity of life to the masses." 

- 	 . .. 	,v.li 	........- -- 



It cic1. As Canadians struggled through the Great Depression, they 

nonetheless registered more than a million cars annually. In a 

population of roughly 10 million, that meant one car for every 

10 Canadians. In the early 1950s, as shopping malls mushroomed 

across the land, more than two million cars were registered and 

some 50% of Canadian homes had at least one parked in the 

driveway. 

by 1965, the year of the Canada-U.S. Autopact, more than five 

million passenger vehicles were licensed, the ecluivalent  of almost one 

car for every four Canadians. 

by 190, the number of cars on Canadian roads had more than 

diouL7led to over 12 million, In 2000, more than 1e,500 people were 

employed in motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts manufacturing in 

Ontario alone. 

Today, the average Canadian travels about 15,440 kilometres a year 

in a car, a van or a small truck. In Taylor's day, cars had no odometers 

and no statistics were kept, but historians tell us that, at Eest, 

drivers may have averaged aL?out iSO kilometres a year. 

- . -, 	 - 
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abandoned Canadian stock markets; foreign investment there plunged from $35 bil-

lion in 2000 to lust $5 billion in 2001.   At the some time, foreign investors supplied 

$34 billion to the thriving bond market. Canadian companies acted swiftly to lock in 

relatively low interest rates in 2001 and increased new bond issues to $58 billion, up 

from $1 2 billion the year before. They also used bond issues to reduce their reliance 

on short-term loans. 

Given a lacklustre stock market at home, Canadian investors remained far more inter-

ested in accumulating foreign stocks than in buying foreign bonds. In 2001, Cana-

dian portfolio investors bought $36 billion of stock versus nearly nothing in bonds. 

Spend, S p e n d 

Despite the faltering economy, Canadian Families actually Found themselves with more 

take-home pay in 2001. Thus, the actual cash we had to spend grew by 2.4%, albeit 

a little less than what we had in 2000- 

This was the result partly of one of the largest tax breaks that the government has 

provided Canadians since 1978, and partly of wage sefflements that bespeak a 

relatively tight labour market. Workers in the private sector, for instance, negotiated 

wage increases averaging 2.4% in 2000 and an even more robust 2.9% in 2001. 

With "For Sale" signs springing up on the nation's lawns and roadways and with 

bargain basement mortgages for sale at the banks, Canadians began shopping for 

houses, which led to a very vibrant housing market. In fact, along with consumer 

spending, the purchase of a home took centre stage for our economic growth in 

2001. 

Big purchases aside, the higher incomes of 2001 allowed Canadian consumers to 

spend while continuing to save at a rate of 4.6%. In fact, our ability to keep spending 

without dipping into savings or running up debt stands in marked contrast with the 
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United States, even if we are not the savers we once were. For the most part, per 

capita spending has been increasing steadily for more than 20 years in Canada, 

whereas savings rates have been on the decline. 

However, our purchasing patterns have shifted slightly. Our medical and health 

spending grew last year, partly the result of new drugs targeted to an aging popu- 

lation. We also continue our love affair with the automobile; in 2001, there was even "' jei no .peeia 

something of a flurry of purchases at the end of the year when interest rates dropped. 
.'N' 	(i 	(L('a(toll 

J o b s 

In the early 1900s, Alfred Fuller, a 21-year-old Nova Scotian, had already been fired 

from three lobs  when he decided to begin the Fuller Brush Company in his sister's me bri iteeoine a. 

basement in Boston. It would soon become a North American success story. By the 

1 950s, some 1,200 'Fuller Brush men' set out each day, ringing doorbells to sell their cIe,ni. Je had 

wares across Canada. Today, the idea of selling brushes—or vacuum cleaners, 

encyclopaedias or anything else, for that maffer— door-to-door has given way to neqeeied to 

selling them at the mall, on the shopping channel, or over the Internet. 
/?U 	t/u 	ae?. 

Many of the lobs  held by our parents and our grandparents have simply disappeared. 

Job advertisements for blacksmiths, typesetters and railway Firemen are long gone from 

the help-wanted sections. In fact, the number one occupation today in Canada for John 	Polonyi, 

men is trucking while for women it's clerking. 1986 Nab( Pnze in chiiUy 

These days, 76% of Canadians in the labour force work in services, a sector that has 

generally been growing faster than others. Of these workers, about 20% work in 

business services, finance and administration areas. 

Whether it's the fierce urge for independence or for a combination of social or eco-

nomic reasons, 1 5% of Canadian workers-2.3 million—work for themselves. Of 

these self-employed workers, 33% are women. The surge of women into the paid 
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d has continued more or less unabated ever since. Today, some 21% of husband- 

I 	'II.kI.L 	ULLUI 	H..L,VJ 	1IIJ 	iriir 	C rIIII.rI 

the working age population. Our unemployment rate was just over 7% compared 

th 11 % in the early 1990s. Nonetheless, there is a phenomenon that Canadian 

anomist Judith Maxwell has described as young workers looking for 'pieces of work' 

-re than a bachelor's degree (the jobless rate for university graduates rose for the 
,t time in five years From 3.9% to 4.6%), there is still a close link between higher 

ucation and better jobs. The change may well reflect the downturn in technology 

ustries, which employ a higher proportion of highly educated people than do other 

Hustries. But the persistence of this trend over three years, including two boom years 

technology, suggests that additional but not yet understood factors may be at work. 

0 drop in the unemployment rate has been concentrated among men over 24 years 

The Public Purse 

rnewhat facetiously, that "there is nothing more permanent than a temporary govern-

• nt building, unless it's a temporary tax." Although Canada's first income tax, in 

2 17, had been intended as a short-term measure to pay our military bills from World 

Var I, it remains as much a fact of life today as temporary government buildings. In 

:DO1, federal and provincial governments collected more than $1 87 billion in 

•.:ome taxes, which came to more than 45% of government revenues. In 1917, the 



L 0 kimJie: and nd :Eduals, federal prcvncia and ocal qc ernrnents ado receive 

revenues from various sources, such as personal and corporate income tax, proper 

taxes, custom duties and usei fees. 

On the other side of the equation lie the expenditures. For the federal government, 

and many of the provincial governments, deficit spending was standard practice from 

the 1970s   until well into the 1 990s. Between 1971 and 2001, the federal gover in 

ment debt therefore mushroomed from $1 8.6 billion to $545 billion, or from the 

equivalent of about $900 for each man, woman and child, up to nearly $18,000 

per person. Most of this money is owed to citizens who hold Canada Savings Bonds, 

treasury bills and other government securities. The remainder is owed to foreign 

lenders. 

Between 1996 and 2001, there was a sharp shift in our fiscal management. In fact, 

we have had five years of budgetary surpluses since 1996,   including $34 billion in 
2000 and $26 billion in 2001. These surpluses have helped reduce our debt and 

have reinforced in the process what economists call the 'virtuous circle' by lowering 

payments needed to service the debt. 

Since deficits have swung now to surpluses—at least for the last five years— the ratio 

of government debt to the GDP has also shrunk, from 7 1 % in 1995 to lust a little over 

50% in 2001. Once the debt is reduced, we pay less interest through various kinds of 
taxes. In 2001, the interest bill for Canada's national debt came to about $41 billion 

or about $1,335 for every one of us, children included. 
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Cold Ca rats Great, wide expanses of snow and ice. Low knoEs of 

rock and the occasional ridge of gravel. Sketchy L?oreal forests. Lake 

after lake after lake. Muskox, caril7ou and the odd loping polar L7ear. 

Silence. 

Such a description of the North might have been L7lessed by 

geographer and poet alike up until 1991, when pieces of Canada's 

North cluite  literally vaulted into the fine drawing rooms of the world. 

What took them there was the discovery of 81 smallish gems 

recovered from deep Eeneath icy F'oint Lake in the heart of the 

Northwest Territories. 

Some nine million carats later, Canada is the world's fourth largest 

diamond producer, after Dot5wana, Russia and Namib'ia. 

In 2001 alone, Canada produced 3.7 million carats valued at some 

&OO million, All come from a single mine—Ekati—situated at 

Lac de Gras, some 380 kilometres north of Yellowknife. Mans for 

two more mines at Piavik and Snap Lake are underway anJ iirmi,d 

diamond production in Canada is expected to yield a spa rkHH 

$1.2 E7illion by 2010. 

The Ekati Mine alone has added nearly 20% to the Northwest 

Territories' gross domestic product and created more than 2,200 

jot2s. Grist for the economy. Ancient Arctic ice for salc. 
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Jean-Paul RopeIle's 

The Jacob Chatou, 

1954 
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was 6ouz in / 	1fl a. Swt /(lUS€ an )ens. )I1unI. 'stana'. 

neuei went past 	zade 8 ecause 9 d.idn 'I want to £eaue 

/iome fai a scJoo OO ,ni&s awaJ. 	eujone teE4s me Mial 

Siltaita z/uat touches, an te. ti.,tiuezsaE tAvines, 93itt, 

uaa cSfza/speaze and 	n(?4Jev zeut i/ze 	eek' tza/4?die.s. 

fast &stene4 to 11e stoues mu e!dez.s to.d us as we weze 

9WU.L#Zq up. 

1981, 9 9ot /aU o a mnouie/ ccuneza and 9 neue 

eiach•. 

111/ f2/UlSO,2hif t(L(iS t/,is.: t t/efJ CIUILd do ii, 	pwatm; coud 

do i/too. c54iid ' dUt. 

Zacharias Kunuk, rno'ie director 
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CANADA IN THE WORLD 

In 1 971, a young cabinet minister named Jean Chrétien travelled to the Soviet Union 

and donated 10 muskox as a gift of friendship to the Soviet people. Little did he 

realize at the time that these woolly mammals would grow to become a robust herd 

of 2,500 roaming Russia's for north. Simple acts of diplomacy such as this one help 

shape Canada's place in the world, as do our activities in fields as varied as peace-

keeping, science and technology, literature and the fine arts, and sports. 

Since the first peacekeeping force was created in response to the 1956 Suez Crisis, 

Canadians have been involved in nearly every peacekeeping initiative undertaken 

by the United Nations (UN), serving in such places as Kashmir, Cyprus, the Middle 

East, Haiti and Africa. In 1992,   Canadian Major-General Lewis MacKenzie headed 

the UN Protection Force in Yugoslavia; in 2001, Canadian peacekeepers were 

dispatched to Macedonia at the request of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

Travelling at more than 27,000 kilometres per hour, the International Space Station is 

another symbol of international diplomacy, as Canadians collaborate on the largest 

scientific endeavour in history. Since Marc Garneau's first mission in 1984,   Canadians 

have taken part in 1 1 space missions, adventures each, including the first space walk 

by a Canadian in 2001, by astronaut Chris Hadfield. 

"I write to trick reality into revealing itself," poet and novelist George Bowering once 

said, and increasingly the new reality being honoured around the world is Canadian. 
In 2001, Alistair MacLeod's IMPAC Dublin Literary Award for No Great Mischief 

placed him securely in the pantheon of international writing stars. The year before, 

Margaret Avood was the second Canadian to win the Booker Prize for her novel 

The Blind Assassin (Michael Ondaatje won in 1992 for The English Pofienf), and 

in 2002, Anne Carson became the first woman and first Canadian ever to win the 

T.S. Eliot Prize, for her poetic, The Beauty of the Husband. 

Canadians are among the wealthiest citizens of the world, with an average income of 

US$28,000 in 2000—there are only six other countries where average incomes are 
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greater. The citizens of Luxembourg earned the most, with US$45,000 each, while 

Americans averaged US$36,000. Few other people share in this sort of wealth. In 
1999,   the average individual income around the world was below US$7,000, and 

for Sierra Leoneans—among the poorest people on earth— it was less than US$450. 

From 1994 to 2000, the UN rated Canada as the best notion on the planet in terms 

	

of health, education, literacy, employment and income; in 200 1, Canada ranked 	 "?ei#zq emsciou 

third, just behind Norway and Australia. 

oj /10141 I(l('(€ 07 

Health 
we aitts't''s ulaek 

Only since the 1 950s have humans begun to outlive Amazon parrots and elephants, 
.th of which can survive to almost 80 years of age. In 1920,   faced with the rigours 	enaes us to see 

id challenges of daily life, Canadian citizens could expect to live an average of 
Hy 59 years; by the 1 950s, our average life expectancy had reached 69 years. 	1Ie o/ie7 toaMwq 

/I? /115 1(1(0/. 

.,tra)ia, Sweden, Iceland, Switzerland and Hong Kong. The people of Japan live 

	

longest, enjoying an average life span of some 80 years. Not everyone is as 	 John Ralston Saul, 

rtunate. In 1999,   average life expectancy around the world was less than 67years, 	on Equ,1,bisum. 2001 

nd in the least developed countries, life expectancy was 50 years. 

1998, each Canadian spent more than US$2,300 on health care, compared with 

:re than US$4,000 spent by each American—the most of any country in the world. 

Canadian governments spent 6.6% of Canada's gross domestic product (GDP) on 

health care. Compare that with 7.0% in Iceland and Sweden, 7.7% in Switzerland, 
and 7.9% in Germany and Belgium. 

During the 1980s   and 1990s,   human immunovirus (HIV) and acquired immune 

deficiency syndrome (AIDS) emerged as a worldwide health concern. In 2001, an 
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A Flying Jeep For many pilots, it's been their flying half-ton truck 

and during the Korean Wan it was called the flying jeep. Northern 

Canadians knew it simply as their lifeline—the Pc Havilland Canada 

ea ye r. 

For them, the unmufflecl roar of a bush plane has been one of the 

most welcome sounds in Canada's North, Swooping in with mail, food, 

fuel and a thousand other necessities, then leaving with a sick child 

to be taken to hospital s  or perhaps bringing in the entire staff of a 

circuit court, bush planes have been link - irli r'motc (ofl-nunit 

northern fli 

Canadian bu 

about the 1920s and 30s like ,erifrew Flies Again and Pick Kent.. 

the Maletnute Mail—and Canacfian engineers were ec1uaIl. 

their efforts to design a rugged single-engined machint: 

handle rough landing conditions in Canada's Far North. The fir 

all-Canacfian bush plane. Dob Noordu. 

900 craft after it began flying in 19._ 

ut nothing could match the Deaver. Shortly after the Second World 

War, a team of designers at the Pc Havilland Canada aircraft 

company in Toronto produced a prototype of the first successful all-

metal, Canadian-designed bush plane. The PHC-2 beaver took off on 

August 1, 1947 and, after a production run of almost 1,700 planc. 



has flown into aviation history b'ooks as the toughest, hardest-

working aircraft ever produced in Canada. 

In 1987, the Engineering Centennial 13oard recognized the Deaver as 

one of Canada's 10 most outstanding engineering feats of the past 

century, along with the CFR. transcontinental railway and the 

St. Lawrence Seaway. 

Eventually the remarkaMe beaver was superseded by the Super 

beaver, Pe Havilland Canada's more powerFul PHC-3 Otter. Dut even 

today some 400 beavers are still in service, reconditioned, recon-

figured and working just as hard as ever. 

There has always been a certain drama to the beaver—even 

to this day—as the Welsh writer Jan Morris discovered on a trip 

t-o Yellowknife. Seeing a motionless light in the sky at dusk, she 

thought it might have been Jupiter. 

"Silently it hung there against the darkening sky, and only very 

olowly, majestically indeed, did it resolve itself into the form of a 

ingle small float-plane, hearing down on Yellowknife out of the north. 

Its light seemed so defiantly E7right, the aircraft itself was so small. 

that when at last it landed with plumes of spray on the surface of 

the lake, I thought it a truly heroic image of Canada's northern 

ad venture," 
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estimated 55,000 Canadians were infected with HlV/AIDS—abc'u 03% of the 

population aged 15 to 49. This was the average rate of 'nfecion for the most deve 

oped nations and about half that of the United States. 

The SiTuation ekewlicie, However, is much worse. in 2001 3 ub-Saharan Afrca s 

average rate of infection was nearly 30 times higher thor H' FCo10+ v:th °u 
of the eqion's adult population infected wtb HIV or Al[3 

Education 

but in 1998,   about 1 7% had difficulty in understanding forms, charts, timetab 

and maps. Interestingly, in 1 901, the Census of Canada also found that 1 7% 

Canadians could not read or write, although the way we measure our literac 

changed over the years. High as this rate of illiteracy was—and continues to Lv 

several member countries of the OECD, including the United States and the Unite 

Kingdom, struggle with rates in excess of 20%. In 1999,   barely half the adults of 
worlds least developed countries cnuld read or write at crll 

'et , 	rr10ucrrs, or'- st'su TlC 	0 co..1ii-:J p'u:ple :1 lv .'. i a 

spent an average of 1 1.6 years in school, an increase from 9 years in 1970.   O 

students in New Zealand, Norway and the United States spend more time in cIa: 

although only by a few months more than Canadian students. As of 1999,   Fully 8 

of all adults in Canada had attended high school and more than 40% had graduan-

from university or college. Only Norway, the Netherlands and the United States 1 

SCiPnCC 	rind Tnchroloqy 

Matthew Evans; although unable to raise the financing for their invention, they soH 



the rights to Thomas Edison. In 1876, Alexander Graham Bell successfully tested the 

world's first telephone in a call from Brantford to Paris, Ontario. From those first two 

handsets, 98% of Canadian households now have a telephone. 

Since the 1 9th century, Canadian science and technology have given the world 

entions as diverse and valuable as radio broadcasting, the hydrofoil boat, the 

owbiower, insulin, and the Canadarm remote manipulator system for spacecraft. In 

1995, a group of Canadian scientists developed a new type of banana--the Mona 

Lisa, which resists the many diseases and pests that have been threatening banana 

and plantain crops worldwide. 

Canadians have also been breaking new ground in fog collecting—literally the 

practice of harvesting water from fog. In 1992, a group of Canadian scientists devel-

oped, for countries with little rainfall, a method that catches the droplets of moisture in 

passing Fog and turns them into drinking water. 

Canadians have been closely involved in the international effort to unravel the 

human genome—the blueprint For life contained within the DNA in each of our cells. 

Canadian scientists have developed several types of genetically modified mice for use 

in medical research. In 2000, a Canadian biotechnology firm successfully bred a 

herd of goats with a spider gene added to their DNA. The goats now produce spider 

silk, one of the strongest and most tensile substances on earth, in their milk. 

Worldly Ties 

1 ThrLl IOoI 	HI 	}.11Ip.t 	.ni''0i 	nJ 

agreements. Historically, we have had strong trading relationships in place with the 

United Kingdom, but with the start of the Second World War, our trading direction 

shifted south to the United States. In 1994,   we were co-signatories to the North 

American Free Trade Agreement, and since then Canada's merchandise trade has 

grown by 80% with the United States and by a full 1 00% with Mexico. 
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Canada has also invested in developing markets; bilateral trade agreements are 

currently in place with Costa Rica, Chile and Israel while the United Kingdom, Europe 

and Japan continue to be important trading partners. 

A generation ago, many Canadians were worried about the extent of foreign invest-

ment in Canada. Walter Gordon, a former Minister of Finance, could even refer to 

'economic imperialism' in 1966.   

Today, the tables have turned: Canadians are investing abroad at a much faster 

rate than foreign investors are investing in Canada. BeNveen 1990 and 2000, our 

investments abroad more than tripled, involving mutual funds, pension plans and the 

expansion of Canadian-owned companies around the world. 

In 2000, the United States continued to be Canada's largest foreign investor, although 

the Europeans succeeded in several large corporate takeovers. From 1980 to 2000, 

European investment in Canada came to some 20% of all foreign investment. Japan, 

Canada's third largest investor in 2000, owned $5 1 billion worth of Canadian 

stocks, bonds and assets— 1 2% of all foreign investment in Canada. This contrasts 

with Canadian-owned assets in Japan of only $21 billion during the same year. 

Tourism and Travel 

"Mont-SoThte Aute es una 9(0(1 montana" explains a Mexican travel website, 

promoting one of several 'great mountains' in Canada where Mexicans come to ski. 

In fact, Mexican skiers and snowboarders have been hitting the Canadian slopes in 
record numbers. The ski market from Mexico, though still small, is growing quickly. 

In 1999,   Mexicans made some 127,000 trips to Canada. Tropical sunshine also 

enticed almost one million Canadian tourists to Mexico and Cuba that year. 

In fact, the World Tourism Organization ranked Canada as the seventh most popular 

tourism destination in 1999,   when we welcomed 20 million overnight visitors. 
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Most of the tourists who visited Canoda in 1999 were American. In 2001, American 

travellers made over 1 5 million overnight trips to Canada, spending over $10 billion 

travelling through Canada. Canada also attracts European visitors. The United 

Kingdom, Canada's largest overseas market, accounted for 780,000 travellers in 

1 999—more than ever beFore. French, German, Dutch and Italian tourists also flocked 
to Canada in increasing numbers in 1999,   following two years of declining visits. 

Many Asian tourists also visit Canada every year, especially from Japan and Hong 

Kong, although poor economic conditions in the late 1 990s resulted in a decline in 

Asian visitors. Only tourism from Taiwan continued to grow steadily throughout the 

1 990s, so that Taiwan became Canada's fiFth largest overseas market. 

Nevertheless, as tourists, we continue to spend more outside our own country than 

international visitors spend in Canada. Since 1968, Canada has had a travel deficit 

with the rest of the world, though this has narrowed significantly in recent years. In 
1992,   Canadian tourists spent $6 billion more abroad than foreign tourists spent in 
Canada; by 2001, the difference was only $1 .3 billion. 

Whether it is to see the lights of Paris, visit the theatres of London or walk the sunny 

sands of Spain, Canadian travellers love Europe. In 1999,   of the 10 main overseas 
destinations For Canadians, 6 were European. 

On the other hand, fewer of us have travelled to other countries and fewer visitors 

have come to Canada, particularly since the terrorist attacks of September 1 1, 2001 

The low Canadian dollar has also dampened our desire to travel abroad. However, 

following the attacks, the airline, aerospace and tourism sectors declined by as much 

as 1 8%. Largely, this was the result of a dramatic drop in the number of Americans 

wishing to travel, although by 2002, Americans were again on the go. 

Certainly, the United States remains our number one destination. In 1999, some 1 4% 

of Canadians travelled to the United States at least once. Over two million Canadians 
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visited New York State in 1999,   but we spent the most nights (32.5 million) and the 

most money ($1.8 billion) in Florida, a popular winter destination. 

The Environment 

Canada, the second largest country in the world, has the longest coastline, the longest 

open border, and one of the largest supplies of fresh water in the world—almost one-

tenth of the earth's suppiy. 

As the keeper of so much of the world's undeveloped natural environment, Canada 

has joined in several international agreements to protect the atmosphere and land. 

In 1 985,   we ratified the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, 

followed by the Convention on biological Diversity in Rio dejaneiro and the UN's 

Framework Convention on Climate Change in New York during 1992. 

Mainly because of our cold winters, Canadians use a lot more electricity than 

people do in most other countries. In 1998,   Canadians used an average 15,000 

kilowatt-hours (kWh) per person each year, the electricity that a typical stove might 

use in 44 years. In higher-income OECD countries, the average was 8,400 kWh. 

Canadians are quite similar to the Scandinavians in this regard, but Norwegians 

consume considerably more: about 25,000 kWh per person or enough to run a small 

freezer for 100 years. 

Some 62% of our electricity is generated by water. Although wind and solar energy 

produce some of the balance, most is generated through coal, oil, natural gas and 

nuclear power. 

Foreign Affairs 

Three days Following the attacks of September 11, 2001, more than 100,000 

people gathered quietly on Parliament Hill for a memorial service led by Governor 
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General Adrienne Clarkson and Prime Minister Jean Chrétien. "My heart," said one 

American, "is overwhelmed at the outpouring of Canadian compassion (foi) 

Americans. How does a person say THANK YOU to a nation?" 

Paul Celluci, American ambassador to Canada: "That day will also live in my memory 

as the day that I again learned the meaning of true friendship. That was the day 

Canada—its government and its people—collectively and spontaneously asked what 	Wmv ciz IIeu' 6c 
can I do to help?'" 

Such compassion and our further commitment to peace are fundamental to Canadian 

thinking and values. We are known as a nation of peacekeepers and are often called 

upon to play this role in international conflicts. 

In 1945,   Canada was a founding member of the UN, and several Canadians have 

played vital roles in the organization. In 1948,   Canadian John Humphrey was the 

principal author of the Universal Declaration of Human Rig/its, and Lester Pearson 

helped to invent the modern concept of peacekeeping, for which he won the Nobel 

Peace Prize. More recently, Canadians have played a significant role in the creation 

of the International Criminal Court to prosecute those accused of genocide, war 

crimes, and crimes against humanfty. 

Since Confederation, in fact, Canada has maintained an active diplomatic presence 

in the world—at first, through immigration, trade and financial representatives over-

seas, and as of 1926,   by representatives with full diplomatic status. (Vincent Massey, 

before becoming Governor General, was Canada's first appointment to Washington.) 

The Department of External Affairs was established in 1 909; countries within the 

British Empire and then the Commonwealth were not considered to be foreign. This 

explains why our representatives to Commonwealth countries are still called high 

commissioners, not ambassadors. In 1993,   the department's name was changed to 

Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada. 

p('aee U4I110U1 /21'012((' 
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The Unknown Soldier 	nc 	 cn nc 

not know his nnie. We do not know if he was a Macherson or a 

Chart.rand. He could have been a Kaminski or a Swiftarrow. We do not 

know if he was a father himself. We do not know if his mother or wifc 

received that telegram with the words Missing In Action typed with 

cc ifHi :rt ciih sr iymous piece of paper. We do not know 

v,hctJicr hc Hc hcun truv L.c live his life as a truck driver or a 

scientist, a miner or a teacher, a farmer or a student. We do not 

know where he came from.' 

—From the Eulogy for Canada's Unknown Soldier delivered by Her 

Excellency the Right Honourah?le Adrienne Clarkson, Governor General 

of Canada and Commander-in-Chief of the Canadian Forces, May 28, 

2000. 
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In 1999,   Canada was the seventh largest contributor to the UN budget, after the 

United States, Japan, Germany, France, the United Kingdom and Italy. Canada is 

also represented in the Commonwealth, the International Monetary Fund, the World 

Bank group of institutions, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the World Trade 
Organization, La Francophonie, the Organization of American States, the G8 and 
many other organizations. 

With some 250 missions in about 180 countries and more than 800 trade experts 

around the world, Canada is central to a wide variety of international activities, both 

entrepreneurial and compassionate. From Leprosy Mission Canada to the Developing 

Countries Farm Radio Network, both in Toronto, there is also a strong and vibrant 
veterans banquet 	 community of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in Canada. 
1922 

courtesy  of 5r Arthu' 	 On another note, Canada is sending less money to help ailing countries around the 
Pearson As&,tir, 	 world. In 1999,   as a nation we gave US$1  .7 billion, a 36% drop from 1990.   What 
War Blinded 	 this comes to, for each of us, is US$55 through taxes (1 999), and this is down from 

US$78 in 1990 and below the OECD average of US$66. 

On Guard for Thee 

On the afternoon of May 28, 2000, an unideniified sold er from a cemetery near 
Vimy Ridge was laid to rest in front of the National War Memorial in Ottawa. 

Canada's Tomb of the Unknown Soldier honours the more than 11 6,000 Canadians 
who have sacrificed their lives during conflict in the cause of peace and freedom 



An ocean away, in France, a stone figure stands on the top of the northeast ramparts 

of the Canadian memorial at Vimy Ridge, Facing east and looking down at a single 

white tomb below. She is a young mother—a young nation—mourning her fallen sons. 	') it iwi a(i,w1 a 

Nearly 1.8 million Canadian men and women have served in wartime since Con- 	sin aqm'nsl iwthit', 

federation—in the Nile Expedition (1884 to 1885) the South African War (1899 

to 1902), the First World War (1914  to 1918), the Second World War (1 939 to 	aqai#lsl I'wpe. (Iqails1 

1945), the Korean War(1950 to 1953) and the Gulf War(1990 to 1991). 

4a,2,iviu'ss. not hi 

in October 2001, Canadian soHiers were once again at the ready as toopsvere 

sent to Afghanistan in the international struggle against terrorism. 	 lip (If a 

During the late 1 980s and early 1 990s, the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end 	oj ( 'a,uu/a qee.s' 

of the Cold War significantly changed the Canadian armed forces. Canada cut 

military expenditures by 35% during the 1990s; by 1999, with 61000 personnel, 	a.s it /2ass('.? 

the Canadian military was 27% smaller than it had been in 1985 and represented 

only 1 .3% of GDP. 

Dorothy Speak, 

Not three months after the September 11 attacks, the Canadian government 	 The Wile Tree. 2001 

announced $1 .6 billion in new funding for the military as part of a $7.7 billion 

securfty funding package. 
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The Maple Leaf Forever In bliss Carman's poem 'The Grave-Tree," 

there's a stanza that runs: 'Let me have a scarlet maple/For the 

grave-tree at my head/With the &uiet sun behind it/In the years 

when I am dead.' 

The maple tree and its distinctly shaped leaves have inspired poet, 

painter, musician and politician alike. One of Canada's several emblems 

(another is the L7eaver), it seems to have found a resonance in the 

Canadian soul as one of those rare symLols that unite us and even 

help us recognize ourselves. 

In 1834, the first St. Jean baptiste Society chose the maple leaf as 

its emF,lem ancL in 1867, Alexander Muir composed 'The Maple Leaf 

Forever," a song for Confederation and, as it turned out, one that 

would be Lelted out across the land by generations of schoolchildren 

to come. 

In 1914, the maple leaf made its way to war, forming part; of the 

L?adge of the Canadian Expeditionary Force, and troops used it as 

a stamp of Canadian identity during the Second World War. Not 

surprisingly, in ises, when it came time for Canada to have a flag 

of its own, the maple leaf took centre stage. 

Some three decades after 131i5c, Carman's death in 1929, a certain 

Alfred G. bailey arranged for a maple tree to be planted at the poet's 

graveside. A ctuiet  gesture, a rectuited rectuest. A maple tree forever. 
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Notional nqulries line: 

1 800 263-1136 

Toll-free orders only line 

(Canada and U.S): 
1 800 267-6677 
National toll-free fax order line: 
1 877 287-4369 

National telecommunications device 
for the hearing impaired: 

1 800 363-7629 
Internet site: www.statcanca 
E-mail infc.stats©statcan.ca 

Atlantic Region 

Serving the provinces of Newfound-
land and Labrador, Nova Scotia, 
Prince Edward Island and New 
Brunswick 

Quebec Region 

Serving Quebec and the Territory 

of Nunavut 

Advisory Services 

200 René Lévesque Blvd. West 
Guy Favreau Complex 

4th Floor, East Tower, 
Montréal, Quebec 

H2Z 1X4 

National Capital Region 

Statistical Reference Centre 
R.H. Coats Building Lobby 
Holland Avenue 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K 1 A OTÔ 

Advisory Services 
174 1 Brunswic, Stree 
2nd Floor, Box 11 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
B3J 3X8 

Ontario Region 

Advisory Services 
Arthur Meighen Building 
25 St. Clair Avenue East, 1 0th Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
M41 1M4 
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Prairie Region 
	

Alberta and Northwest Territories 

Manitoba 

Advisory Services 

VIA Roil Building, Suite 200 

123 Main Street 

Winnipeq. Manitoba 

R3C 4V9 

Pacific Plaza, Suite 900 

10909 Jasper Avenue N.W. 

Edmonton, Alberta 

15j 4j3 

Pacific Region 

Serving the province of British 

Columbia and the Yukon Territory 

Advisory Services 

Library Square Tower 

Suite 600-3 00 West Georgia Street 

Vancouver, British Columbia 

V6B 6C7 

Saskatchewan 

Advisory Services 

Pork Plaza, Suite 440 

2365 Albert Street 

Regina, Saskatchewan 

S4P 4K1 
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